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INTRODUCTION 

I first visited the sacred lake of Radha-kul).c;la in 1975, just a 
month or so after I had first arrived in the Indian sub-continent. 
Like so many of the Hare Krishna devotees at that time, I was 
very eager to see all the holy places situated around Vraja. I can 
.still remember those first impressions of Radha-kul).c;la; the narrow 
lanes, the humble dwellings, the sadhus chanting on beads, the 

. continuous sounds of nii.ma-kirtan, as well as the very austere 
environment - but most of all the sublime beauty and trariquility 
of the sacred lakes. 

In those early days we didn't know so much about this most 
sacred of ali sacred tirthas, except that it was Srimati Radharal).i's 
very own personal bathing place. As time went by, Srila Prabhupada 
gradually revealed more and more through his books, as well as 
his lectures, about this most extraordinary of all transcendental 
lakes. We pray that by his divine mercy, those transcendental 
revelations will forever remain fixed within our hearts. 

It is certainly not an easy task �o actually comprehend the 
extreme sanctity of Srimati RadharanI's sacred kw:u;la , which the 
scriptures say, is even more dear to Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a than His very 
own life. I sincerely hope that through this book, readers may be 
able to catch a glimpse of the' spiritual beauty and transcendentally 
exalted nature of Sri Radha-kul).c;la, the holiest of all the holy 
places within the three worlds. 

Rajasekhara dasa Brahmacari 
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THE GLORIES OF RADHA-KUNDA 

"The holy place known as Mathura is spiritually superior to Vaiku.IJ.tha, the 
transcendental world, because the Lord appeared there, Superior to MathurapurI 
is the transcendental forest of Vrndavana because of Kr�IJ.a's rii.sa-lilii. pastimes. 
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And superior to the forest of Vrndavana is Govardhana Hill, for it was raised by 
the divine hand of Sri Kr�Q.a and was the site of His various loving pastimes. And, 
above all, the super-excellent Sri Radha-kuQ.<;ia stands supreme, for it is over
flooded with the ambrosial nectarean prema of the Lord of Gokula, SrI Kr�Q.a. 
Where, then, is that intelligent person who is unwilling to serve this divine Radha
kuQ.<;ia, which is situated at the foot of Govardhana Hill?" 

Sri Upadesamrta of Sri/a RU.pa Gosvami 
�������������--
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Situated at the northern most 
point of Govardhana Hill are the 
sacred lakes of Radha-kuQ.<;ia and 
Syama-kuQ.<;ia, which are considered to 
be the metaphorical eyes of the 
peacock shaped Govardhana Hill. 
Within all the three worlds and beyond 
to the spiritual realm of VaikuQ.tha, 
there is no place more sacred and holy 
as the transcendental lake of Radha
kuQ.<;ia. This has been confirmed in all 
the ancient Vedic literatures such as 
the Pural)as and Itihasas as well as by 
all the great sages and r�is of yore.· 
Five hundred years ago the six 
Gosvamis of Vrndavana namely; Srila 
Rupa, Sanatana, Gopala Bhatta, 
Raghunatha Bhatta, Raghunatha dasa 
and Jiva, also revealed through their 
teachings, that of all the holy places 
within the Universe, Radha-kuQ.<;ia 
should be considered to be the holiest 
of them all. 

The reason that Radha-kuQ.<;ia js 
considered to be the mo

.
�t holy place 

is because it is the personal bathing 
place of Srimati RadharaQ.i, who 
comes here daily to refresh Herself in 
the sacred waters of this trascendental 
lake. SrimatI RadharaQ.i is the direct 



At the break of dawn, devotees from Mar:zipura offer worship to Riidha-kur:zrja 

manifestation of Lord SrI Kr�:i:i.a's internal potency known as hladinI-sakti. When 
the Supreme Lord desires to enjoy transcendental mellows of divine love, Srimafi 
Radhara:i:i.I manifests from the Lord's internal potency to perfectly reciprocate 
those loving feelings. At Radha-ku:i:i.c;la, some of the most intimate exchanges of 
transcendental love between Radha and Kr�:i:i.a took place, and for this reason, 
Radha-ku:i:i.c;la is very dear to Srimafi Radhara:i:i.I and is Her favorite spot in the 
whole of Vraja. 

It is also stated in the Sri Upadesamrta of Srila Rupa Gosvami: 

"Of the many objects of favored delight of all the lovable· damsels of 
Vrajabhuini, Srimati Radharai:ii is certainly the most treasured object of Kr�i:ia's 
love. And in every respect, Her divine kutµ/a is very rarely attained even by the 
great devotees; therefore, it is even more difficult for ordinary devotees to attain. 
If one simply bathes once within these holy waters, one's pure love of Kr�9-a is 
fully aroused." 

Commenting on this verse in his purports to Sri Upadesamrta, His Divine 
Grace AC. Bhaktivendanta Swami Prabhupada says, "Why is Radha-km:).c;la so 
exalted? The lake is so exalted because it belongs to Srimafi Radhara:i:i.I, who is the 
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most beloved object of Sri K.r�JJa. Among all the gopis, she is the most beloved. 
Similarly, Her lake, Sri Radha-kuQc;la, is also described by great sages as the lake 
that is as dear to K.r�JJa as Radha Herself. Indeed, K.r�JJa's love for Radha-kuQc;la 
and Srimati Radhar�i is the same in all respects. Radha-kuQc;la is very rarely 
attained even by great personalities fully engaged in devotional service, not to 
speak of ordinary devotees who are only engaged in the practice of vaidhi-bhakti." 

Many great devotees in the past have taken shelter of Radha-kuQc;la in order 
to achieve the mercy of Srimati Radharal)i. Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakura has revealed 
in his book Gftiivau, that the only means of attaining pure unalloyed love of God 
is to take complete shelter at the lotus feet of Radharal)i. 

· 

"Srimati Radhara1,1i is the teacher of the mellows of conjugal love. The pure 
love between Radha and Kr�1,1a is meant to be discussed and contemplated. He 
who cherishes the lotus feet of Srimati Radhara1,1i with great care obtains the 
lotus feet of Kr�1,1a, which are .like priceless jewels. One can never meet Kr�1,1a 
without taking shelter of the lotus feet of Srimati Radharal,li." 

Divine love which is known as prema, should never be acquainted with the so
called mundane love of this material world. The divine loving exchanges between 

As the sun rises, devotees perfonn kirtana at the Sarigam 
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Early dawn at Riidhii-kurµj.a 

Radha and Kr�i:ia are completely free from all mundane lust, greed and selfishness. 
In fact, the so-called love (kiima) of this material world is but a perverted reflection 
of the original divine love (prema) of the spiritual world. 

According to the great Vaisnava iiciiryas, the loving pastimes between Radha 
and Kr�i:ia are still being enacted here at Radha-kui:ic;la on the transcendental 
spiritual plane (aprakata-lllii). It is said that everyday between the hours of 10-48 

a.m. and 3-36 p.m., Radha and Kr�i:ia meet at Radha-kui:ic;ia and enjoy ecstatic 
transcendental pastimes. Srila Kr�i:iadasa Kaviraja Gosvami says in Sri Caitanya

caritiimrta, that Radharai:ii comes daily at noon to Syama-kui:ic;la and bathes at 
Manasa-pavana-ghata along with Her many girlfriends. 

The Gosvamis of Vrndavana have also confirmed that the pastimes between 
Radha and Kr�i:ia are still going on even today, but only the pure devotees of the 
Lord, who have attained the highest spiritual platform of pure unalloyed love 
(prema-bhakti) are able to witness them. 

One of the great authorities on Radha-kui:ic;la, Srila Visvanatha Cakravarti 
Thakura, has said that the sacred lake at Radha-kui:ic;la is non-different from Srimati 
Radharai:ii Herself. Radha-kui:ic;la is known as Rad�arai:ii's prema-svarnpa, or ecstatic 
form of divine love. On can just imagine the good fortune of those purified souls 
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who offenselessly bathe in Her secred waters and reside on Her sacred banks. It 
has been confirmed by Srila Cakravartipada, who spent many years residing there, 
that just as Radha-km;ic;la is non-different from Srimati Radharai:U, Syama-kul).c;la is 
also non-different from Sri Kr�l).a. 

Srila Cakravartipada has stated in his writings, that due to intense feelings of 
ecstatic love, when Radharai:U saw Her beloved Kr�l).a. She melted and assumed a 
liquid form that became the sacred waters of Radha-kul).c;la. Similarly when SrI 
Kr�Da saw Radharai:U, due to ecstatic feelings of divine love, He also melted and 
became the liquid waters of Syama-kul).c;la. Always longing to meet but forced to 
remain apart, Radha and Kr�Q.a have assumed the liquid forms of Radha-km:ic;la 
and Syama-kul).c;la, and are now forever immersed in the ambrosial nectar of eternal 
union. At the saligam, or meeting place of the two sacred kw:u;las, the waters of 
Radha-kul).c;la flow into the waters of Syama-kul).c;la, where they embrace one another 
eternally. 

Whenever Srimati Radharal).I sees Syama-kul).c;la, She directly sees Sri Kr�Q.a, 
and similarly whenever SrI Kr�l).a sees Radha-kul).c;la, He directly sees Sr"imati 
Radharal).i. Therefore, to approach these two sacred kw:u;l.as is the same as directly 
approaching Their Divine Lordships SrI SrI Radha and Kr�Q.a. 

Pilgrims from Bengal offer flowers and prayers to Riidhti-kwµf,a 
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THE APPEARANCE OF RADHA-KUNDA IN 

THE SPIRITUAL WORLD 

It is related in the Adi-Pura!J.a how Radha-kul).c,ia and Syama-kul).c,ia first 
appeared in the spiritual world. One day in Goloka Vrndavana, Their Lordships 
Sri Sri Radha and l(r�I).a were sitting in a forest kuiija on a jeweled throne 
attended by the gopls. Deeply absorbed in the pleasure of Radharal).i's company, 
l(r�I).a suddenly began to manifest symptoms of intense love. So .intense were 
l(r�I).a's feelings, that He began to take on the mood of Radharal).i. As that mood 
increased even further, l(r�I).a took on Radha's very own form. In that form and 
mood, The Lord began shedding tears and calling out the name of l(r�I).a again 
and again; then out of desperation, ran into the nearby forest in search of 
Himself. 
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Seeing Kr�Q.a in Her own form and mood, disappear into the nearby forest, 
RadharaQ.1 also entered into a mood of intense love. So intense were Her feelings 
that She took on the mood and form of Kr�Q.a. Shedding torrents of tears, She 
began crying out the name of Radha over and over again. Observing RadharaQ.I's 
sudden change of form and intense mood, the gopis tried to pacify Her in various 
ways, but to no avail. Some of the gopis then decided to enter the forest and try 
to find Kr�Q.a. After searching for sometime, the gop'is managed to find Kr�Q.a 
and after pacifying Him to some extent, informed Him of RadharaQ.I's pitiful 
condition. When Kr�Q.a understood the situation, He immediately wanted to go 
to RadharaQ.I. Suddenly a celestial voice from the sky announced that simply by 
chanting the Navakshara mantra of Radhar�Q.1, She would immediately come. 

Kr�Q.a who was still in the form and mood of RadharaQ.1, then chanted the 
Navakshara mantra and RadharaQ.1 immediately came there and stood before 
Him. With Her head bent slightly and Her eyes staring at the ground in shyness, 

RadharaQ.1 listened as Kr�Q.a began to address Her in 
sweet words. 

"My dear Radha, I am your eternal servant. Please 
give me punishment in any way You think fit. My 
dearly beloved Radha, I made You cry in separation 
and caused You pain. I also cried and suffered 
unlimitedly. Just see, the flood of our tears has created 
two kw:u)as. The ku1J,cj.a made from Your tears will be 
knwon as Radha-kuQ.<;la and the ku1J,cj.a made from My 
tears will be known as Syama-kµQ.<;la." 

The gopzs became engladdened to see that after 
hearing from Kr�Q.a, Radharal)l became pacified and 
gave up Her distress. Radha and Kr�Q.a then went to 
take bath in the two newly formed ku1J,cj.as. When 
RadharaQ.1 dipped into the tear filled Radha-kuQ.<;la 
She immediately regained Her original Jorm, much to 
the delight of all the gop'is. Kr�Q.a then dipped into the 
tear filled Sya°ma-kuQ.<;la and immediately regained His 
original form. 
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THE APEARANCE OF RADHA-KUNDA 

WITHIN THE MATERIAL WOllliD · 

According to the ancient Vedic scriptures, the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead appears on earth in each and every millennium, accompanied by His 
most confidential asscociates from the spiritual world. One of the reasons for the 
Lord's appearance on earth, besides exhibiting His transcendental pastimes, is to 
destroy the demon's and re-establish the eternal principles of religion. Whenever 

A view of Riidhii-kur;cja from Jhulana-ghiifa 
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the earth becomes overburdened by sinful and irreligious rulers, the Lord descends 
to annihilate them and save the devotees from persecution. 

Five thousand years ago, just prior to the beginning of Kali-yuga, the age of 
quarrel and hypocrisy, the world had become overburdened with irreligious and 
demoniac kings, who simply ignored the real interests of their citizens while 
pursuing a sinful life of immoral pleasures. Not caring to uphold the principles 
of religion, these demoniac kings often persecuted the pious devotees of the Lord 
in an� attempt to wipe out all traces of religious practice. One such demoniac 
king, the evil son of U grasena, was known by the name of Karilsa. 

The evil hearted Karilsa had overthrown his own father and usurped the 
throne of Mathura. One day at the wedding 
ceremony of his sister DevakI, Karilsa h.eard 
a celestial voice from the sky proclaim that 
the eighth child of his sister was going to 
kill him. From that moment onwards, Karilsa ,, 
became stricken with fear that b,,e was 
destined to meet his doom at the hands of 
his own sisters eighth child. 

Cruel Karilsa immediately imprisoned his 
newly wedded sister and her husband 
Vasudeva, and murdered one after another, 
all her new born children. The eighth child, 
Lord Sri Kr�i:i.a, who was a direct incarnation 
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, was 
miraculously smuggled out of the prison 

· before Karilsa could attempt to kill Him. He 
was then taken to Gokula where He was left 
in the custody of mother Yasoda and Nanda 
Maharaj a, king- and queen of the cowherd 
men. 

Having come to understand that 
DevakI's eighth child had escaped, Karilsa 
let loose a reign of terror throughout the 
kingdom and ordered the slaughter of all 
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new born babies. As destiny willed, Karilsa's agents failed to find baby 'Kf�Qa, 
who was peacefully living in the safety of His foster parents home in the village 
of Gokula. 

In the ensuing days and months Karilsa sent a number of powerful demons, 
each possessing great mystic powers, in search of baby Kr�Qa, but alas, one by 
one, they all met their doom at the hands of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
who was enjoying His transcendental pastimes as a baby in the village of Gokula. 
As the years passed by and Kr�Qa started to grow, mother Yasoda and Nanda 

Maharaja decided to move their home 
to the village of Nandagrama on the 
other side· of Govardhana Hill, due to 

r the continual threat posed by the 
demons sent by king Karilsa. 

In Mathura, king Karilsa 
continued to live in fear of Kr�Qa and 
could not give up his desire of wanting 
to kill the Lord. Periodically Karilsa 
would receive news of Kr�r:ia's 
whereabouts and send one of his 
demon friends to finish Kr�Qa off. 
Unfortunately for Karilsa, one by one, 
the Lord dispatched all these envious 
demons to the kingdom of death from 
where they would never return. 

During the period of Kr�r:ia's 
stay at Nandagrama, He grew into the 

most handsome youth in creation. It was at this time that Kr�Qa began to exhibit 
His loving pastimes with the beautiful cowherd damsels of Vrndavana, and in 
particular Srimati Radharal)i, the incarnation of divine love, and the most beautiful 
female within the Universe. Srimati Radharal)i being an expansion of Lord Kr�r:ia's 
internal potency (hliidini-sakti), accompanies the Lord whenever He descends to 
the material world, to take part in His most intimate transcendental pastimes. 

One day, during the month of Kartika, King Karilsa received news that 
Kr�Qa had been seen herding cows somewhere near Govardhana Hill. Karilsa 
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immediately called Ari�tasura, one of his most powerful demon friends ·who 
could change his form at will, and ordered him to proceed towards Govardhana 
Hill.... find K.r�IJ.a and kill Him immediately. 

Having heard that the evil Ari�tasura demon had entered Vrndavana forest 
and was terrorising the inhabitants, Lord Kr�IJ.a decided that the time had come 
to rid the world of yet another envious demon. This Ari�tasura by dint of his 
mystic powers, h� assumed the form of a gigantic bull and was lurking near 
Govardhana Hill. Understanding the bull demons evil intentions, Kr�IJ.a gathered 
all His cowherd boyfriends and along 
with the cows, proceeded towards the 
spot near Govardhana Hill where the 
demon was waiting. 

Having reached Govardhana Hill, 
Kr�IJ.a assured all the inhabitants of 
Vrndavana that they need not be 
afraid. Then, in a very loud voice, 
began to rebuke the Ari�tasura demon 
with sharp words, for daring to 
challenge His authority. Having been 
pierced by K.r�IJ.a's sharp words, the 
bull demon suddenly appeared before 
the Lord in a very angry mood. 

Ari�tasura was so huge that he 
looked just like a mountain and his 
tail appeared to touch the clouds. 
Kr�IJ.a, resting His arm on one of His 
cowherd boyfriends shoulders, challenged the bull demon to fight. With a 
tumultuous roaring sound the furious demon suddenly charged towards K.r�IJ.a, 
shaking the earth as he moved. When the demon came close enough, Kr�IJ.a 
caught him by the horns and threw him with such a force, that the demon lost 
consciousness. 

After a few moments, the demon regained his senses, sweating profusely, he 
again charged towards Kr�IJ.a, but this time with double the force. Again Kr�IJ.a 
caught the bull demon by the horns and picked him up just as a child might pick 
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a flower. Twirling. him over His head, Kpma threw the demon down with such a 
force that the demon's eyes bulged from their sockets. Shaking his legs 
uncontrollably, and passing stool and urine simultaneously, the bull demon gave 
up his life air and departed for the kingdom of death. 

When the inhabitants of Vrndavana heard that Kr�I.J.a had killed the terrible 
Ari�tasura demon, they all rushed to the spot in a jubilant mood. Srimati Radharal)i 
and Her girlfriends also arrived at the scene and upon hearing that Kr�I.J.a had 
killed a male cow, became very upset and refused to associate with Him. Kr�I.J.a 
pleaded with RadharaI.J.i that since Ari�tasura was actually a demon in the disguise 
of a bull, there was no sin . in killing him. RadharaI).i informed Her beloved 

A view from Miinasa-piivana-ghiifa of the sunrise at Syiima-kw:u,la 
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Syamasundara that in order to purify Himself from cow-killing, He would have 
to take His bath in all the holy places of the Universe and then only would She 
associate with Him again. Kna:ia agreed to RadharaQ.i's proposal, but instead of 
taking the trouble of travelling to all the holy places in the Universe to take bath, 
Kr�ma informed Her that He would instead call all the holy places in the Universe 
to come to Vrndavana. 

Striking His heel into the ground, Kr�ma made a very deep impression in the 
ground and then called all the holy places of the Universe to pour their waters 
into the newly-made kw:zrj.a. One by one, all the holy places arrived in their 
personified forms, after first offering their prayers to Kr�Q.a, they all poured their 
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waters into the kw:zrj.a and filled it 
up. Just to please RadharaQ.i, Kr�Q.a 
took His bath in the newly formed 
kw:uf.a which then became celebrated 
as Syama-kuQ.c,ia. 

Exhibiting transcendental . 
arrogance in having created such a 
beautiful kw:u/,a, filled with the sacred 
waters of all the holy places in the 
Universe, Kr�Q.a began teasing 
RadharaQ.i and the gopis, saying that 
because they were only simple village 
girls, they must never have performed 
any religious duties in this world for 
the pleasure of the demigods. Kr�Q.a 
also informed them that because they 
sided with the demon Ari�tasura, in 
the form of a bull, they would have 
to share the sin of cow-killing, and 
must also take bath to purify 
themselves. 

Feeling the pinch of Kr�Q.a's 
joking words, RadharaQ.i suddenly 
exhibited Her transcendental anger 



(mii.na). Seeing a deep impression of Ari�tasura's hoof print nearby, She broke 
one of Her bangles and using it as a digging instrument, started to dig in the soft 
earth. Upon seeing this, the gopls also broke their bangles and started digging .... 
within a short time a large kw:ufa had been created right next to Syama-kuIJ.9a. 

Kr�IJ.a was amazed to see the large kw:ir.J.a that Radharal).i and the gopls had 
created. He than made the offer to Radharal).I that the sacred waters from His 
ku1J.r.f.a could also fill Hers. Radharal).i flatly refused Kr�IJ.a's offer, saying that the 
waters of Syama-kuIJ.9a were now contaminated due to the sin of cow-killing. She 
further said that with the help of Her many girlfriends, they would form a line 
and bring the pure waters of ManasI-gal).ga in golden pots to fill Her ku!J.r.f.a. 

A view of Riidhii-lau:u;la from Rasavari-ghiita 
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Upon hearing the words of Srimati Radhara1.1i, the holy places personified 
immediately approached Her with folded hands, and while chanting beautiful 
prayers in glorification, humbly asked Her to grant them a boon. Radhara1.1I 
enquired what kind of boon they desired. The holy places personified informed 
Her that their lives could only be successful, if they were allowed to pour their 
sacred waters into Her kw:uJa also. Being ever compassionate to all those who 
take shelter of Her, Radhara1.1i, while glancing at Syamasundara through the 
comers of Her eyes, happily agreed to their proposal. In a joyous mood the holy 
places personified, forcibly broke through the banks of Syama-ku1.1c,ia and poured 
their sacred waters into Radha-ku1.1c,ia. 
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Kr�1.1a then immediately took 
bath in Radha-ku1.1c,ia and declared 
that henceforth, anyone who with 
firm faith, took their bath on that 
particular day, would achieve the 
same ecstatic love that Radhara1.1I had 
for Him. Radhara1.1i and Her 
girlfriends then took bath in Syama
ku1.1c,ia. Radharal)I then declared that 
anyone who takes bath in Syama
ku1.1c,ia, will achieve the same ecstatic 
love that Kr�1.1a has for Her. 

This pastime occurred at 1 1:45 

p.m. on the eighth day of the waning 
moon in the auspicious month of 
Kartika. Each year on this day, 
thousands of devotees flock to 
Radha-kul)c,ia for the ardha-ratri

snana· (midnight bath), first bathing 
in Radha-ku1.1c,ia, then in Syama-ku1.1c,ia 
and then again in Radha-ku1.1c,ia. This 
festival, held on the appearance day 
of Radha-ku1.1c,ia is known as 
Bahula�tami. Radha-ku1.1c,ia is  the only 
place in the world where a holy bath 
is taken at midnight. 







V AJRANABHA ESTABLISHES KRSNA'S 

PASTIME PLACES 

After the disappearance of Lord Sri Kr�IJ.a, the whole world was feeling the 
pangs of separation from the Lord's association. The Pandava princes headed by 
King Yudhisthira, felt it was the opportune time to retire from all royal duties 
and take refuge in the Himalayas. Yudhithira therefore decided to enthrone 

_ Arjuna's grandson Pariksit, as the king of of Hastinapura, and Lord Kr�ma's great 
grandson Vajranabha, as the king of Mathura. 

A view of Syiima-kw:ufa from the Sangam 
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Once enthroned as the king of Mathura, inumerable devotees of the Lord 
approached king Vajranabha and pleaded with him to establish shrines and install 
Deities at all the places where Kr�na had performed His transcendental pastimes. 
Feeling divine inspiration, King Vajranabha installed many important Deities 
including Madana-mohana, Govindaji, Gopinatha, Saksi-Gopala, Vrnda DevI and 
Gopisvara-Mahadeva in Vrndavana; Harideva and Gopala Raya (SrI Nathaji) at 
Govardhana; Kesava, Dirga-Visnu and Bhutesvara-Mahadeva in Mathura; Dauji 
at Mahavana and a host of other Deities all over Vraja. After a lapse of almost 
five thousand years, many of these Deities were re-discovered by the Gosvamis 
of Vrndavana and their followers. 

When King Vajranabha arrived at the sacred lakes of Radha-kunc;la and 
Syama-kunc;la, it is said he named the small hamlet there as Ari�tagram, after 

Kr�na's pastime of killing the Ari�tasura demon 
there. During excavation the king discovered 
the original kw;rja dug by RadharanI and the 
gopis known as Kancana-kunc;la, as well as the 
original kw:zrja created by Kr�na's right heel, 
which is now known as Vajra-kunc;la. 

There are a number of opinions on how 
the original kw:zrja, created by Kr�na, got the 
name Vajra-kunc;la. Some local sadhus say it 
was named after Vajranabha, while others say 
it was named after Lord lndra's Vajra 
(thunderbolt) weapon, when Indra threw his 
weapon down at this place to help Kr�na create 
Syama-kunc;la. 

After excavating Syama-kunc;la, it is said 
king Vajranabha constructed an eight foot high 
and sixty foot square sandstone boundary wall 
around the original kw;rja, wide enough for 
people to walk along. When Syama-kunc;Ia is 
periodically emptied for cleaning, or sometimes 
during the hot summer months when the water 
level goes down, this sandstone structure can 
be clearly seen. 
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LORD CAITANYA REDISCOVERS 

IUDHA-KUNDA 

After having displayed His transcendental pastimes on earth for one hundred 
and twenty five years, Kr�IJ.a returned to the spiritual world bringing the Dvapara

yuga to an end. The dark age of Kali-yuga then began and after a period of 
almost fifty centuries, Kr�IJ.a again appeared on earth, but this time in the form 
of Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu, also known as the Golden Avatar due to His 
golden-like complexion. 

During Kr�IJ.a's appearance, He spoke the Bhagavad-gita on the battlefield 

A view of Riidhii-kw:u;f,a from Riidhii Kanta Mal)<f,ira 
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of Kuru�etra, but as time went by, no-one could properly understand .or even 
follow Kpma's instructions. Therefore the Lord came again as Sri Caitanya to 
show the world how to perfectly follow those instructions. The Lord appeared 
this time as a sannyiisi in the renounced order of spiritual life. One of the 
reasons for His coming was to introduce the yuga-dharma, or religious practice 
for this present age of Kali, the congregational chanting of the Lords holy names 
also known as the mahii-mantra , or the great chant of deliverance. 

HARE �!;IA HARE KJ!.$.!;IA �!;IA �!;IA HARE HARE 
HARE RAMA HARE RAMA RAMA RAMA HARE HARE 

Another reason for Lord Caitanya's appearance, was to re-discover the lost 
holy places in Vrndavana, where Lord Kr�IJ.a had performed His transcendental 
pastimes five thousand years earlier. In the year 1515, on the auspicious occasion 

of Kartika Pumima, Lord Caitanya arrived 
on pilgrimage in the holy land of Vrndavana. 
Accompanied by His companions, 
Balabhadra and the Sanoc;liya briihma1;a, the 
Lord visited all the sacred forests connected 
with Lord Kr�ila's pastimes. 

One day, while on parikramii around 
Govardhana Hill, Lord Caitanya arrived at 
a small hamlet then known as Ari�tagram. 
The Lord inquired from the local people 
where the sacred lakes of Radha-kul).c;ia and 
Syama-kul).c;ia were situated, but no-one 
knew. Over the many centuries the two 
sacred kw:u}.as were practically forgotten 
and somehow had become renamed as 
'gauri' meaning golden (the complexion of 
Radharal).i), and 'kari ' meaning blackish 
(the complexion of K.r�IJ.a). These two 
kw:u;las were being used as paddy fields by 
the local farmers. 

On the outskirts of the village, Lord 
Caitanya sat in deep contemplation 
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Lord Caitanya dances in ecstacy through the sacred forests of Vraja 
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underneath a beautiful tamii.la tree. As the Lord sat there, His glance fell across 
two nearby paddy fields that were fed by underground springs. By His divine 
spiritual power, the Lord could understand that these two paddy fields were non
other than Radha-kur.i<;la and Syama-kur.i<;la. In great ecstasy the Lord suddenly 
ran into the middle of the paddy fields and in whatever water was available there, 
took His bath, much to the astonishment of the onlooking villagers. Lord Caitanya 
then took clay from the sacred kw:u;l.as and applied Vaisnava tilaka marks to His 
transcendental body. The Lord also took some of the clay to take back with Him 
to Puri. The Lord then danced in great ecstasy around the. two kwu;las while 
chanting the holy names of Radha and Kr�l).a. After fully satisfying Himself, 
Lord Caitanya offered His obeisances to the sacred kw:uf.as and continued on His 
parikramii. of the holy land of Vrndavana. 

After completing His pilgrimage to Vrndavana, where He re-discovered many 
important holy places, �rd Caitanya began His return journey to Purl. On the 
way, the Lord stopped at Allahabad, where he met Riipa Gosvami and instructed 
him in the science of devotional services for ten consecutive days. The Lord then 
ordered Riipa Gosvami to proceed to 
Vrndavana and excavate all the lost holy 
places, as well as write books on the 
science of devotional service (bhakti

yoga ). Some years later Riipa Gosvami 
wrote one of his most famous books, Sn 
Upadesii.mrta , which mentions the 
unpresidented glories of Radha-kul).<;ia 

After leaving Allahabad, Lord 
Caitanya next visited Varal).asi (Kasi), 
where He met Riipa's elder brother 
Sanatana Gosvami. The Lord also gave 
detailed instructions on the science of 
devotion to Sanatana. The Lord then 
ordered him to join his brother Riipa in 
Vrndavana, where they should both write 
books elaborating on the Lord's 
instructions, excavate the lost holy places 
of Kr�r.ia's pastimes, and establish Deity 
worship. 
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RAGHUNATHA DASA GosvAMI 

EXCAVATES RADII.A-KUNDA 

Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu sent many of His seniormost followers to the 
transcendental land of Vrnc;lavana, for the purpose of excavating the lost holy 
sites of Lord Kr�I)a's pastimes, establish Deity worship and also write books on 
devotional service. Prominent amongst them were the six Gosvamis of Vrndavana, 
namely the two brothers Rupa and Sanatana, Gopala Bhatta, Raghunatha Bhatta, 
Jiva and Raghunatha dasa. 

The structure (right) jutting into Syiima-kw:uja is believed to be the wall built by Vajranabha around Vajra-kw:uja 
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Having spent eight long years serving Lord Caitanya at Puri, Raghunatha 
dasa Gosvami arrived in Vrndavana just after the Lord's disappearance, which 
occurred in the year 1534. Feeling intense separation from Lord Caitanya, 
Raghunatha dasa had decided to end his life by throwing himself down from the 
top of Govardhana Hill. But first he desired to have dal"Sana of both Rupa and 
Sanatana Gosvami in Vrndavana. Seeing Raghunatha's sorrowful condition, Rupa 
and Sanatana consoled him and accepting him as their third brother, requested 
him to spend the rest of his life performing bhajana at Radha-km).c;la. 

Rupa and Sanatana had reasoned that since Lord Caitanya had personally 
given His own Govardhana-sila to Raghunatha, along with His own set of gufijii.

mii.la, sacred to Radhara.Qi, this was surely a sign that the Lord desired Raghunatha 
to live· near Govardhana Hill and worship 
Radha-ku.Qc;la. The Gosvamis decided to appoint 
Raghunatha as the custodian of Radha-ku.Qc;la 
and ii.cii.rya for all those who wish to reside on 
her sacred banks. 

Following the advice of Rupa and Sanatana, 
Raghunatha went to live near the sacred lakes 
and regularly circumambulated Govardhana Hill. · 

Some years later while performing his bhajana 

on the banks of Radha-ku.Qc;la, the idea of 
enlarging the kw:zrJ,as and building steps around 
them entered Raghunatha's mind. At that time, 
the two sacred kw:uJ,as were just muddy pools 
of water about twelve feet in diameter, in the 
middle of two paddy fields. Devotees wishing to 
take a holy dip, had to wade through ankle deep 
mud to get there. Raghunatha visualized that in 
the future, thousands of pilgrims would flock to 
Radha-ku.Qc;la to take a holy bath and therefore, 
to enlarge the ku1JrJ,as seemed a good idea. 
Raghunatha then considered how much money 
he would require for excavation of the kulJ,rJ,as, 
but then suddenly condemned himself for 
allowing such thoughts about money to enter 
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his mind and distract his bhajana. With increased determination, he again absorbed 
himself in meditation on the lotus feet of Radha and Kr1?l)a. 

Raghuniitha diisa Gosviiml 

soon located Raghunatha 

That very same day over one thousand miles 
away at Badrikasrama in the Himalayas, a wealthy 
merchant named Samarpal) (some say Samarpal) was 
a King), was on his way to give a large donation to 
the Deity of Lord Badri-Narayal)a. That night in a 
dream, Lord Badri-Narayal)a came before the 
merchant and ordered him to give the donation to 
a devotee living at Radha-kul)<;ia, of the name 
Raghunatha dasa Gosvami, saying ·that the donation 
should be used as Raghunatha so desired. 

Early next morning, the merchant awoke in an 
ecstatic mood having had darfana of Lord Badri
Narayal)a in his dream and immediately started for 
Vrndavana. On reaching the holy land, Samarpal) 

dasa, who was sitting on the banks of Radha-kul)<;ia 
absorbed in his bhajana. After offering his respects, Samarpal) handed the large 
donation of money to Raghunatha dasa, who at first 
flatly refused to accept it. After hearing the 
merchant's story, completely astonished at the ways 
of the Lord, Raghunatha relented and accepted the 
donation with humble gratitude. 

Raghunatha dasa immediately called for Jiva 
Gosvami to come from Vrndavana and asked him 
to purchase the two paddy fields where Radha-kul)<;ia 
and Syama-kul)<;ia were situated. On arriving at 
Radha-kul)<;ia, Jiva Gosvami purchased the two 
paddy fields in the name of Raghunatha dasa 
Gosvami. This event occurred in the year 1545. 

Work then started on the excavation of Radha-kul)<;ia 
under the personal supervision of both Raghunatha Jiva Gosviiml 

and Jiva. During the digging, Raghunatha dasa discovered beautiful Deities of 
Radha and Kf�l)a buried in the mud. Raghunatha handed the Deities over to a 
local briihmwza to worship and a temple was soon constructed on the western 
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A view of Riidha-kw:uja from Jhulan-ghiita 

bank of Radha-km:ic;la. These were the first Deities to be installed at Radha
kul).c;la and the temple became known as the Pural).a (meaning old) Radha-l(r�I).a 
Mal).c;lira. 

Further excavation revealed the original kw:u;la known as Kaficana-kul).c;la, 
created by Srimati Radharal).I and the gopis. The Bengali word kaficana, or kafikal). 
in Hindi, means bangle, which was used by Srimati Radharal).I to dig Radha
kul).c;la. Around this original kw:uj,a Raghunatha dasa had steps built on all four 
sides. Some years later in 1591 ,  the king of Jaipur, Raja Mansiti.gh, after 
completing the construction of the GovindajI Mal).c;lira in Vrndavana, came to 
Radha-kul).c;la and constructed more steps above the one's built by Raghunatha 
dasa. Raja Mansiti.gh also built a canal linking Syama-kul).c;la with Lalita-kul).c;la, 
for the purpose of maintaining the water level of the kw:icj,as. Then in the year 
1817, a wealthy landlord from Calcutta, Lal Babu, who later entered the renounced 
order, constructed even more stone steps around the kw:icj,as. When Radha
kul).c;la is periodically emptied for cleaning, Kaficana-kul).c;la, created by Radharal).I 
and the gopls can be clearly seen, as well as the steps around the kw:icfas that 
were constructed by Raghunatha dasa GosvamI. 
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As recently as 1941 when Radha-km.ic;la was completely emptied for cleaning, 
natural springs were seen bubbling water from beneath the ground. It is said that 
these springs are in fact the holy places called by Kr�1.1a to fill the kw:u;/,as, and 
that these holy places have now taken the form of natural springs, in order to 
continue their service to Srimati Radhara1.1i. Devotees also saw some springs 
emitting a thick milky white substance which is believed to be Kr�1.1a-sagara, the 
milk ocean, who also appeared here by the order of Kr�1.1a and helped fill the 
ku�rj.as. It is said that one devotee collected some of this milky substance in a 
bottle and by the next day it had turned to yogurt. On some days, one can clearly 
see milky white patches within the sacred waters of Radha-ku1.1c;la. Some devotees 
say that on rare occasions, the waters of Radha-ku1.1c;la appear almost completely 
white, due to large volumes of milk being released by the springs below. 

After completing the excavation of Radha-ku1.1c;la, Raghunatha dasa Gosvami 
turned his .attention to Sy�ma-ku1.1c;la, with the idea of making it in the same 
square shape as Radha-ku1.1c;la. This could not be done unless a number of trees 
were cut down and it was decided to start the work the very next day. That night 
in a dream, the five Pa1.1c;lavas headed by king Y udhi�thira, came before 
Raghunatha and requested that he not allow the trees near Syama-ku1.1c;la to be 
cut down. Yudhi�thira explained, that he and the other Pa1.1c;lavas were living in 
those trees and performing bhajana on the banks of Syama-ku1.1c;la. The next 
morning before work began, Raghunatha instructed the workers that no trees 
should be cut down and only the vacant area should be used to dig the kw:zrj.a. 

This accounts for the unusual triangular shape of Syama-ku1.1c;la. During the 
excavation of Syama-ku1.1c;la, the original ku1:trJ.a created by Kr�1.1a's right heel was 
discovered. Encircling this original ku1:t4a, were seen the stone steps built almost 
five thousand years earlier by King Vajranabha, and known as Vajra-ku1.1c;la. 

After the excavation work was completed in the year 1554, Raghunatha 
dasa Gosvami continued to perform his bhajana on the banks of the sacred 
ku1:trJ.as, right up until his disappearance in the year 1583. Raghunatha dasa 
personally . set the highest example of renunciation expected for all those who 
wish to reside on the banks of Radha-kul.lc;la 

On the Vijayii-dasami day in the year 1576, Raghunatha dasa Gosvami 
handed over charge of Radha-ku1.1c;la to Jiva Gosvami, who became the next 
mahiinta. Kr�1.1a dasa Brahmacan, a disciple of Jiva Gosvami, became the next 
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mahiinta after the disappearance o� Jiva in 1608. The line of mahiintas of Radha
km:i<;la is still continuing even up to the present day. The original land deed and 
letter of appointment given to Jiva by Raghunatha dasa Gosvami, is still existing. 

Sadhus bathing in Syama-kwxfa 
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BATHING AT RADHA-KUNDA 

Srila Prabhupada has said in his purport to Srila Rupa Gosvami's 
Upadesamrta, verse eleven, "A devotee will at once develop pure love of K.p�Qa 
in the wake of the gopls, if he once takes bath in Radha-kui:ic;la." In his Radhii.

kw:uJ.a$fakam, Raghunatha dasa Gosvami also says that "One can immediately 
attain pure love of God by once bathing in Radha-kui:ic;Ia." And in Caitanya

caritamrta, Kri;;i:iadasa Kaviraja also says 
that "Sri Kri;;.i:ia gives ecstatic love like 
that of Radhara.i:iI to whoever bathes in 
Radha-ku.i:ic;Ia." 

We can therefore understand from 
these references, the great spiritual 
fortune of one who offenselessly and 
with full faith in the lotus feet of Radha 
and Kri;;.i:ia, bathes in the sacred waters 
cif Radha-ku.i:ic;Ia. Nevertheless, Srila 
Prabhupada gave adequate warning 
about committing offenses at Radha
ku.i:ic;la. Once in 1 976,  when some 
devotees were reported to have been 
swimming and sporting frivolously in 
Radha-kuuc;la, Srila Prabhupada became 
very grave and informed all the devotees 

. gathered for the Gaura-Pumima festival, 
that from now on, no one should take 

. bath in Radha-ku.i:ic;Ia. Rather, the devotees should ,simply sprinkle three drops of 
water on their heads, as this would have the same benefit as bathing, but at the 
same time help one to avoid offenses to Radha�ku.i:ic;la. 

Srila Prabhupada further said, "There _is no difference between Radha-ku.i:ic;la 
and Radhara.i:iI. So how can you jump over Radhara.i:iI? How can you enjoy 
Radha-ku.Qc;la by swimming? You cannot touch your feet even to Radha-ku.i:ic;la. 
You can take a little water on . your head. This is . respectful to Radha-ku.i:ic;la." 
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This is the special benediction of the bona-fide spiritual master, that simply 
by sprinkling three drops of water on one's head, the same effect will be achieved 
without any offence to Radha-km::i9a. There is no doubt whatsoever, that Srimati 
RadharaQi will fulfil! such a benediction given by Her pure devotee. 

In 1935 when Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati performed the Vraja-maQ9ala 
parilqama with thousands of his followers, out of reverence for the extreme 
sanctity of Radha-kuQ9a, they did not enter the waters, but instead sprinkled 
three drops on their heads out of respect. Committing offences at Radha-kuQ9a 
is certainly the fastest way of going to hell. 

It can be easily understood, that even if one lives on the sacred banks of 
Radha-kuQ9a and takes bath regularly, if one commits offences one can very 
easily glide down to hell. Srila Prabhupada once said, "Don't go to Radha-kuQ9a 
simply to become monkey in your next life." Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati has 
also said that many so-called babajis come to Radha-kuQ9a to live, but in fact, 
because of their grievous offences, they are not living at Radha-kuQ9a at all, but 
actually at Naraka-kuQ9a (hell). 

Sadhus bathing at Diisa Gosviimi-ghiita 
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Bengali matajis offer prayers after bathing in Riidhii-kulJ.<f.a 

Living on the banks of Radha-km:u;la and regularly bathing in Her sacred 
waters, is meant for the most advanced devotees like Raghunatha dasa Gosvami, 
who are completely beyond the bodily concept of life. Not the neophytes who are 
only practicing devotional service (vaidhi-bhakti), and who are still struggling to 
control their mind and senses. 

To be able to reside on the banks of Radha-km)Qa and bathe in the sacred 
waters of Srimati RadharaQ.i's own personal bathing place, are not ordinary 
activities. Even Narada, Sanaka R�i, Lord Brahma, Sukadeva Gosvami and Lord 
Siva, do not get this chance. This is because they are in the consciousness of 
being male devotees. In order to actually enter into Radha-kuQ.Qa, one must be 
above the bodily concept and completely free from all offences. Many of the 
local Vaisnavas show great caution when bathing in the sacred kur:irJ,as, they can 
be seen standing on the side of the ghii!as, dipping their kamar:irJ,alas into the 
water and pouring water over their heads, not daring to touch their feet to 
Radha-kuQ.Qa. While visiting Radha-kuQ.Qa, devotees should carefully take shelter 
of the bona-fide spiritual master's instructions, strictly avoid committing offences 
and remember, "fools rush in where wise men fear to tread." 
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BAHULASTAMI 

(IUDHA.-KU�I;>ASTAMI) 

On the eighth day of the waning moon m the sacred month of Kartika 

(October-November), a big festival is held to celebrate the appearance day of 
Radha-kul)c,ia. Thousands flock from all over India to bathe in the sacred kw:u;f,a 

at the point of midnight, the exact time when Radha-kul)c,ia appeared in this 
world. Radha-kul)c,ia is the only place on earth where a scared bath ardha-ratri

snana is taken at midnight. 

Large crowds gather at Riidhii-kur:uf.a for a sacred midnight bath on the occasion of Bahulii�fami 
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It is mentioned in many of the Pural)(ls, that to take bath in Radha-kuQ.<;la 
during the month of Kartika is most auspicious. It has also been stated in Bhakti

ratnakara : 

"On this day (Bahula�*1lmi) �Qa made Syama-kuQc_la, called all the sacred 
places and bathed while chanting the name of each holy place. Kr�Qa finished 
His bath sometime before midnight. Even now people follow the same system 
of bathing in the holy ku1.1<Ja. By bathing in Radha-kuQc_la on the day of 
Bahul3�*1lmi one pleases Lord Harl." 

It has been estimated that over one hundred thousand people attend this 
midnight festival. The ghafas around the ku1J4,a become choked with pilgrims all 
trying to reach the waters edge for a holy dip. Many Gau<;liya Vaisnavas feel that 
in more recent times, most of those who throng the Bahula�tami festival are 
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seeking material benedictions. Married 
couples can be seen in droves offering 
pumpkins along with various pujas to 
the sacred Ku1J<fa, in the hope of getting 
a male child. In the morning thousands 
Qf pumpkins can be seen floating in the 
waters of Radha-kuQ.<;la. No doubt, in 
many of the PuralJ.as the great sanctity 
and benefits of bathing in Radha-kuQ.(;ia, 
especially during Kartika, have been 
enumerated, giving rise to the notion 
that by bathing in this most sacred of 
all sacred bathing places, all one's 
desires, either material or spiritual will 
be fulfilled. 

Nevertheless, Sri Sri Radha and 
Kr�IJ.a have given . their benediction that 
anyone who,· .with firm faith, bathes in 
the sacred ku1J<f.as on this day, will 
achieve divine love equal to Theirs. Many 
devotees believe that this is not only the 
best day to bathe in the sacred ku1J<f.as, 

but the only day; because Radha and 
Kr�IJ.a have given Their divine approval. 



Pilgrims anxiously waiting for the stroke of midnight to take a holy dip 

Pilgrims crowd the ghiifas around Radhii-kurµla waiting their tum to take bath 
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Pilgrims taking a midnight bath at Riidhii-kw:u/.a on the occasion of Bahulii$fami 
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A group of pilgrims peiforming Govardhana parikramii enter the naTTOw streets of Riidhii-kurµfa 

Kirtana groups circumambu/ate the two sacred kurµ;las every evening during Kiirtika 
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During Kiirtika, large crowds of devotees can be seen perfonning parikramii 
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In the evening, kirtana groups visit all the important temples around Riidhii-kw;r;l.a 

A sadhu performs da1:tr;/.avata parikramii of Riidhii-ku/Jr;/.a 
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Many large turtles can be seen swimming in Riidhii-kur:uj.a 

J 

A sadhu poses for a photograph A close up of a turtle 
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A view of Radha-ku�<;la from Ku�f;l�a Mandira 



THE KUNJAS OF THE ASTA-SAKHJS AND ASTA-SAKHAS 

A rj u na-kufija .Y G a n d h a rva- k u fi j a  

��r 

Vi d a g d h a- k u ii j a  

K o k i l a - k u ii j a  

S u b ala-k uiija Sananda-k u ii j a  

l n d u l ekha- k u ii j a  

L a l i ta-k u ii j a  Ratigadevl- k u ii j a  

S u d evl-kufija Tuitgavid ya-ku ii j a  

In aprakata-lllii, surrounding both Riidhii-kur:u;ia and Syiima-kul)t;/a, are the Kunjas (groves) of the 
a$!a-sakhls - the eight principle girlfriends of Srimati Riidhiiriil)l, and the a$!a-sakhiis - the eight 

principle boyfriends of Lord Sri !WlJa 
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GosvAMI TEMPLES AT RADHA-KUNDA 

At Radha-kul)9a can be found replicas of all the GosvamI temples of 
Vrndavana. In the year 1670, when the soldiers of the Muslim zealot Emperor 
Aurangzeb, attacked Vrndavana, all the important Deities of the Gosvamis were 
secretly taken by bullock cart to Radha-kul)9a for safe keeping. It is said that 
for some time the Deities were actually submerged in Radha-kul)9a until the fear 
that they may be destroyed by Aurangzeb's soldiers had passed. It had been 
decided that the Deities �ould be taken to Rajasthan, which was still under the 
control of hindu kings who were all staunch devotees of Kr�l)a. The rulers of 
Jaipur, the state capital of Rajasthan, were only too happy to accommodate the 
Deities of the GosvamI's. Even today, most of these Deities are still being 
worshipped in Jaipur. 

Before the Deities were taken to Rajasthan, replicas of them were carved 
and later installed in temples situated around Radha-kul)9a. These replicas of the · 
Deities are considered to be non-different from the original and are called the 
pratibhu expansions, which means the representative of the original Deity, having 
the same spiritual potency. The Vrajavasis say that the GosvamI temples were 
built here, so that the local residents and devotees do not have to leave Radha
kul)9a to have darsana of the GosvamI's Deities. 

LIST OF PRATIBHU DEITIES AT RADHA-KU�I)A 
AND WHO ESTABLISHED THE ORIGINAL DEITY 

Name of Deity Established By 
Radha Kanta ............ ................................................ Vakresvara Pal)9ita GosvamI 
Radha Syamsundara ..... ........................... .......... .. . . . . Syamananda Pal)9ita GosvamI 
Radha Damodara . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... .. ...... . . . . . . . . .... Jiva GosvamI 
Radharamal)a ......... . . . ....... ... .. . . . . . .. . ..... .. . .. . ..... . . . . . . . . . . .. Gopala Bhatta GosvamI 
Radha Govinda ... .. . .. .. ... . .. .. ... ... ... ..... .. ... .. . .. . . . . ... .. .. . .. Ru pa GosvamI 
Radha Vinoda ........................... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... Lokanatha GosvamI 
Rad ha Madhava ..... . . ................................ . . . . . . ...... . . . . J ayadeva GosvamI 
Radha Madana-mohana .. ... ..................................... Sanatana GosvamI 
Radha Gopinatha ... ...... .. . . . . .. . . . . ......... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . .. Madhu Pal)9ita GosvamI 
Radha Gokulananda .. ..................... ......................... Visvanatha CakravartI Thakura 
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The Deity of Ku1J<f-eivara Mahiideva decorated on the occasion of Bahulii$fami 
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PLACES OF INTEREST 

1 K�ESVARA MAIIADEVA TEMPLE 

This is the temple of Lord Siva who is the protector of Radha-ku1::u;la. There 
are four important temples of . Lord Siva at Radha-km:1c;la guarding the four 
directions. It was Sri Kr�i:ia Himself who appointed Siva as the protector of the 
holy Dhiima and consequently there are five important Deities of Lord Siva in 
Vraja namely; Gopi8vara in Vrndavana, Bhutesvara in Mathura, Nandi8vara at 
Nandagrama, Kamesvara at Kamyavana, and Cakalesvara at Govardhana. It is a 
custom to offer prayers to Lord Kui;ic;le8vara Mahadeva before starting parikramii 

of the sacred kw:u;las. 

The Deities of Radha and Kr�i:ia were discovered by Raghunatha dasa 
Gosvami when he was excavating · Radha-kui;ic;la. These Deities are considered to 

The Deities at Riidhii �l)ll Puriil)ll Matµ[ira 
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Jhulana Sthali where Riidhii and f01J.a enjoy Their swing pastimes 

be the presiding Deities of Radha-kul)<;la. This was the first temple established 
here after Raghunatha dasa entrusted the worship of the Deities to a local 
brahmm:ia, who built the temple and whose descendents are still maintaining the 
worship. Unfortunately the original Deities have now disappeared and Their replica 
expansions are now being worshipped here. 

In the courtyard of this ancient temple, one can see a banyan tree and a 
neem tree entwined together. In Vraja, the local people worship such trees as a 
manifestation of Lak�mI-Narayana, but here at Radha-kul)<;la they are worshipped 
as Radha and Kr�J)a. 

3 JHULANA STHALI 

This stone structure shaped like an upside-down 'U' marks the place where 
Radha and Kr�J)a enjoyed Their swing pastimes (jhulana-lila) on the banks of 
Radha-kul)<;la. In the aprakafa-llla, or unmanifest pastimes, hanging from the 
branch of a banyan tree at this spot, is an amazing swing created by Vrnda DevI 
and shaped like a sixteen petaled lotus flowyr. The divine couple Radha and 
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Kna:ia sit in the middle of the lotus shapped swing, the a$/a-sakhis and , a$/a

mafijans also sit on the swing in a circle facing Them. It appears to the sakhis 

and mafijaris, that Radha and Kr�I).a are directly facing each of them 
simultaneously. The lotus swing is then pushed by another group of sakh.is who 
also witness this astonishing miracle. 

The swing pastimes at this place are still being enacted on the spiritual plane 
as confirmed by all the iiciiryas. Five thousand years ago, King Vajranabha planted 
a banyan tree here but only the stump now remains, another banyan tree is now 
growing in it's place. The ghiita on this side of Radha-kul).Qa is known as Jhulana

ghii/a, after the pastimes that took place here. 

4 SRI SRI IUDllA KuNJA-BrnARI �i;>IRA (GAUJ;>IYA MATHA) 

These beautiful Deities of Radha Kufija-Bihari were established here at 
Radha-kul).Qa by Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati Gosvami in the year 1935. The 
Deity of Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu was also installed on the left side of the 
Deities. To the right of the Deity room is the pU$pa-samiidhi of Srila Gaurakisora 

The Gau<f.iya Matha Marµ/.ira at Riidhii-kurµl{i 
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Srila Bhaktisiddhiinta SaraSvati Gosviimi 

dasa Babaji  Maharaj a  who 
disappeared from the world in 1915. 

He was the spiritual master of Srila 
Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati Gosvami, 
who in tum was the spiritual master 
of His Divine Grace A.C. 
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada. 
Pilgrims performing parikrama of 
Govardhana Hill, go around this 
temple and offer their respects to the 
Deities before continuing their 
parikrama. This is the only Gauc,iiya 
Matha temple established at Radha
kur:i<;la and it is a very important 
place for all Gau<;liya Vaisnavas. 
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Srila GaurakiSora diisa Biibiiji 

Pu$pa samiidhi of Srila GaurakiSora diisa Biibiiji 



The beautiful Malyahari-kurµJ.a where the pearl pastime took place 

A very wonderful pastime took place on the banks of this beautiful lake that 
has been revealed by Raghunatha dasa Gosvami in his book Mukta-carita. Once 
on the occasion of Diwali, RadharaJ)i and the gopis came and sat here at Malyahari
kuQ.c,la and began to string necklaces made from pearls, so they could decorate 
their cows. On hearing about this, Kr�Q.a also came there and on seeing the 
wonderful pearls, asked the gopis for a few in order to decorate His favorite 
cows named Harina and Hasini. 

Even though Kr�Q.a repeatedly asked the gopis for some pearls, they ignored 
Him. Finally, Lalita told Kr�Q.a that she could find only one broken pearl for 
Him and that this was the perfect pearl to decorate His cows. Feeling upset at 
the gopis behaviour, Kr�Q.a told Lalita that He would grow His own pearls and 
in an angry mood ran off to find mother Yasoda. Kr�Q.a asked mother Yasoda to 
give Him some pearls so He could plant them in a garden. Mother Yasoda 
laughed at Kr�Q.a's request and informed Him that pearls do not grow in gardens, 
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b�t come from oysters that live in the sea. Not caring for Mother Yasoda's 
words, Kr$J.la demanded that she give Him some pearls. 

Mother Yasoda found some pearls for Kr$I.la and He immediately went and 
planted them near the bank of the river Yamuna. Kr$J.la then sent His friend 
Madhumailgala to beg some milk from the gopis so He could water His pearl 
garden. On hearing Madhumailgala's request, the gopis started laughing at the 
idea. Mother Yasoda eventually arranged some milk and Kr$Qa went and watered 
His pearl garden. Within a few days, small green shoots began to appear and 
when Kr$I.la told the gopis about it, they simply laughed, saying that they were 
only shoots of thorn bushes. After a few more days, the shoots became creepers 
covered with beautiful multi-colored pearls, emitting the most sweet aroma 
throughout the land of Vrndavana. 

Kr$J.la then began to tease the gopis, that His pearls were much bigger and 
brighter than their pearls. The gopls then wanted some of Kr$J.la's beautiful 
pearls, but Kr$J.la refused. The gopis then decided to grow their own pearl garden. 
They collected all the pearls from their houses as well as the ones decorating 

Rlldhii-kurµJ,a is still very much a village - the road to Miily[Jhiiri-kut:1<:fa 
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their bodies and planted them all in a garden. Three times a day, the gopis 

watered their pearl garden with large quantities of milk, ghee and butter, thinking 
that they would grow much better pearls than Kr�Q.a. 

Unfortunately, no pearls grew and only thorn bushes appeared in the gopis' 

garden. Kr�Q.a came there with His cowherd boyfriends and started laughing at 
the gopis. Just to tease the gopis, Kr�Q.a began to decorate all the cows, buffaloes, 
goats and sheep, with the most beautiful and exquisite pearl necklaces. Even the 
monkeys received wonderful pearl necklaces. However, Kr�Q.a gave not a single 
pearl to the gopis. The gopis could not produce any pearls in their garden and 
became full of anxiety, thinking their elders would punish them for taking all the 
pearls from their homes and burying them in the ground. 

The gopis decided to send Candramukhi and Kaiichanalata with a large 
quantity of gold to purchase pearls from Kr�Q.a. However, Kr�Q.a refused and 
informed them that each gopi should come individually to barter" for the pearls. 
All the gopis decided to go to Kr�Q.a except RadharaQ.I, who hid nearby. The 
gopis were very eager to buy all the pearls, but Kr�Q.a gave only the very smallest 
pearl to Visakha for RadharaQ.I, and told her that if she did not pay immediately, 
she would be arrested and locked up in Kr�Q.a's private garden. Kr�Q.a's friend 
Subala, who was acting as mediator, · requested Kr�Q.a to give a fair price for the 
pearls, and opening the box showed all the beautiful pearls to the gopis. · The 
gopis then started to haggle with Kr�Q.a over the price of the pearls, but not being 
able to reach ·any agreement, left with Radharal).I for Radha-kuQ.c,ia. 

Then in great ecstasy, Kr�Q.a began to string all the pearls into beautiful 
necklaces with His own hands. He then selected the most exquisite of all the 
necklaces and placed it into a golden box. On the top of the box He engraved 
the name of RadharaQ.L Kr�Q.a prepared similar boxes for all the gopis and sent 
them as gifts. RadharaQ.i was overjoyed to receive the fabulous gift of pearls. She 
immediately sent Kr�Q.a some delicious preparations of foodstuffs that She had 
personally cooked, along with betel nuts and scented garlands. Having received 
Kr�Q.a's gift, the gopis returned. to their homes in great happiness wearing the 
necklaces of exquisite pearls. The elders were greatly surprised to see them 
return home adorned with so many fabulous and costly pearls. 
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When entering Riidhii-kw:icj.a on Govardhana parikramii, Siva Khor can be seen on the right . 

6 SIVA KHoR (SIVA Pus�) 

Siva Pu�kariQI literally means 'lake of Siva'. Siva can also mean jackal. 
Besides being an important Siva temple, this place is also the cremation grou.nd 
for those who die at Radha-kul).c;la. There is an interesting story in the Padma 

Pura!Ja (V.mdavana Mahatmya) concerning this kuJJ<f.a. Once a female jackal 
came out of the jungle to drink water from Siva Khor. Some children playing · 

nearby saw the jackal and chased her into a nearby fox hole. They then lit a fi:e 
outside the hole in the hope of catching the jackal, which began crying in piteous 
tones. 

Srimafi Radharal).I, who after bathing at Radha-kuQc;la was passing nearby, 
heard the piteous cries of the jackal. She immediately asked one of Her girlfriends 
to go and see what was wrong, saying that no one should be in distress in Her 
favourite place of Radha-kul).c;la. On reaching the spot, Radharal).i's girl-friends 
chastised the naughty children and after sending them away, brought the frightened 
female jackal to Radharal).I. The jackal immediately fell down on the ground 
crying before Radharal).i, who patted the jackal and blessed her that she would 
one day attain Her personal service. 
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7 RAMESVARA �IRA 

Just next to the Siva Pu�karir.ii 
lake is a small roadside temple 
containing the Deity (linga) of Lord 
Siva known as Ramesvara Mahadeva, 
the protector of the western side of 
Radha-kur.i9a. 

8 SRI GoPALA �URA �IRA 
RiimeSllara Mar.ujira 

This beautiful sandstone temple has now been donated to ISKCON, and i 
managed by ISKCON's Mar.iipura branch. There is a very nice story concerning 
the Deity of Lord Gopala. This Deity was originally being worshipped in the 
house of a brii.hmwza. About one hundred years ago, the king of Mar.iipura, 
Maharaja Churachand, had a dream in which the Deity of Gopala appeared an 
ordered the king to build a temple for Him at Radha-kur.i9a. Lord Gopala informed 

The Gopiila Mat:1ipura Mat:1<Jira at Riidhii-kut:14a 
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Lord Gopiila - presiding Deity of the Gopiila Maf}ipura Mar:u;f.ira 
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the king to build the temple at such a spot, that the Lord could gaze at Radha
km::i9a, as well as give daT'Sana to Siirya, the sun-God. 

The king 
. 
built a nice temple for Lord Gopala, located at the exact spot 

where the first rays of the rising sun appear over Radha-kui:i9a. Visitors in the 
early morning can witness the rays of the rising sun fall directly on the lotus feet 
of Lord Gopala. 

9 SRI SRI RADllA-KANTA �IRA 

Just opposite the Gopala Mai:iipura Mai:i9ira is the temple of Sri Sri Radha
Kanta. Besides the pratibhu Deities of Sri Sri Radha-Kanta, there is the p�pa

samiidhi and murti of Vakresvara Pai:i9ita, who was a close associate of Lord 
Caitanya Mahaprabhu. Vakresvara established the original Deities of Radha-Kanta 
in Jagannatha Puri just neXt to the famous Gambhira, the room where Lord 
Caitanya Mahaprabhu lived. 

Vakre8vara Pai:i9ita is believed to be the sakhI Tmigavidya in Kr�i:ia's pastimes. 
This temple is situated at the very spot next to Radha-kui:i9a where Tuilgavidya's 
kunja is located in the aprakafa-lUii. 

Sri Sri Riidhii-KJinta along with Lalitii-Sakhi (left) and Lord Caitanya (extreme left) 
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The murti of VakreSvara Paf)<!.ita A close-up of beautifu./ Km:ia 

A painting of Riidhii and 101Jtl with the gopis on the wall of the Riidhii-Kiinta Ma�ira 
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Parrots sharing food 

10. SRI SRI IUmIA. 

SYAMASUNDARA �IRA 

Here can be seen the beautiful 
pratibhu murtis of Their Lordship Sri 
Sri Radha Syamasundara. The original 
temple of Radha Syamasundara in 
V+ndavana was established by 
Syamananda PaQ.c,iita GosvamL Here 
we can also see the pU$pa-samadhi 

of Syamananda PaQ.c,iita, which is 
situated next to the Deity room. 

Riidhii Syiimasundara Mat:itf.ira 

Pu:;pa samiidhl of Syiimananda Pat:Ztf.ita 
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The beautiful Deities of the Riidhii Syiimasundara 
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The beautiful Deities of Sri Sri Riidhii. Diimodara - along with Lalitii Sakhl (left) 

The spotted deer named Riidhii.rat:zi 
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11  SRI SRI RADHA DAMODARA 

�IRA 

In this small temple can be seen 
the beautiful pratibhu murtis of Sri 
Sri Radha Damodara. The original 
Radha Damodara temple in 
Vrndavana was established by Srila 
Jiva Gosvami. In the temple 
courtyard is a small gosiila with some 
beautiful cows that supply milk to the 
Deities. There is also a very beautiful 
deer named Radharru,u, kept as a pet 
by the priest. This temple is under 
the ownership of the gosams of the 
Radha Damodara temple m 

v rndavana. 



Sriniviisa Aciirya Kufzja 

12 SRiNIVAsA ACARYA KuNJA 

This is the spot where Srinivasa 
Acarya stayed when he visited Radha-km:ic;la. 
Srila Jiva Gosvami had three brilliant 
disciples, N arottama dasa Thakura, 
Syamananda Pal).c;lita and Srinivasa Acarya. 
These three disciples started the first ever 
book distribution salikirtana party when 
they took the sacred books of the Gosvamis 
to Bengal for distribution. According to 
Bhakti-ratnakara, Raghava Pal).c;lita Gosvami 
(whose cave is near Apsara-kul).c;la),  
personally took Srinivasa and N arottama on 
Vraja Mal).c;lala parikrama. In this kunja , 

there is a temple where the Deities named 
Radha-Madhava are being worshipped. 
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The beautiful Deities of Sri Sri Radhii Gopiniitha with Anariga Mafzjari on the left 

13 SRi SRi RADHA.-GOPiNATHA �IRA 

This temple was established after the visit to R.adha-km:i9a of Ma Jahnava, 
the eternal consort of Lord Nityananda. One day, while she was sitting in 
meditation on the banks of Radha-km:i9a near this place, she heard the sound of 
Kr1:11.1a's flute. Looking up, she had a wonderful vision of Lord Gopinatha standing 
under a tamala tree, accompanied by Srimati Radhara1.1i and the gopis. To 
commemorate this wonderful vision, the Deity of Lord Gopinatha was installed 
here next to Ma Jahnava's sitting place. 

On the altar in this temple can be seen (from left to right), the Deity of 
Radhara1.1i's younger sister, Ananga Mafijari, Lord Gopinatha and Srimati 
Radhara1.1i. It is said that in Caitanya lila, Radhara1.1i's younger sister, Ananga 
Mafijari, appeared as none other than Jahnava Mata, Lord Nityananda's beloved 
wife. The Deity of Ananga Mafijari can also be seen at the Radha Gopinatha 
ma1.19ira in Vflldavan�, but standing on the right side of Lord Gopinatha with 
Srimati Radhara1.1I standing on the left, in Her traditional position. 

There are many versions of the story concerning how the deity of Ananga 
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Maiijari appeared on the altar of Vpldavana's Gopinatha Ma:r:u;lira. The real fact 
is, that when Jahnava Mata visited the Gopinatha temple in Vrndavana, she felt 
that the Deity of Radhara:r;i.i was too small. When she returned to Bengal, she 
had a new Deity of Radhara:r;i.i carved and sent it to Vpldavana. This Deity was 
then installed to the right side of Gopinatha and the old Deity of Radhara:r;i.i was 
moved to the left of Gopinatha. Later, all the devotees thought that this new 
Deity looked more like Ma Jahnava instead of Radhara:r;i.i. This happened because 
the Deity maker was a disciple of Ma Jahnava and made the Deity in her 
likeness. Anyway, it so happened that the Deity to the right of Gopinatha became 
accepted by all the devotees as Anailga Maiijari, and the Deity to the left is the 
original Deity of Radhara:r;i.i, that was moved to make way for the new Deity. 
Devotees believe that Anailga Maftjari had her own transcendental way of appearing 
on the altar to the right of Lord Gopinatha, in the spot where Radhara:r;i.i normally 
stands. '· 

Another very interesting fact is that when Lord Balarama, who appeared as 
Lord Nityananda in Caitanya-lila, desired to render service and take part in 
Kr�:r;i.a's conjugal pastimes, He expanded Himself and appeared as Anailga Maiijari, 
Radhara:r;i.i's younger sister. 

Devotees listening to kirtana at the Riidhii Goplniitha MatJ.r/.ira 
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Mii Jiihnavii's sitting place on the banks of Rfldhii-kwµ/.a 

14 MA JAllNAVA BAITHAKA (SITITNG PLACE) 

This was the sitting place of Ma Jahnava, the consort of Lord Nityananda, 
who visited Radha-kw:ic;la proba�ly somewhere around 1582, spending four days 
here during her tour of Vrndavana dhama. During her visit to Vrndavana she 
met Jiva Gosvami, Gopala Bhatta Gosvami, Kr�i:iadasa Kaviraja Gosvami and 
Raghunatha dasa Gosvami. 

On .arriving from Bengal, Ma Jahnava spent some days in Vrndavana. At 
that time Raghunatha dasa Gosvami who was living at Radha-kui:ic;la, was in a 
very pitiable condition, due to intense feelings of separation after the disappearance 
of both Rtipa and Sanatana Gosvamis. Srila Jiva Gosvami requested Ma Jahnava 
to go to Radha-kui:ic;la and give her dariana to Raghunatha dasa, as this would 
certainly inspire him to go on living. This meeting has been recorded in Bhakti

ratnii.kara as follows. 
"That illustrious personality, Ma Jahnava, glowed with a golden effulgence 

more brilliant . than the sun. When Raghunatha dasa Gosvami saw her coming, he 
went mad in ecstatic love. He cried so much that he lost sight of her. 
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Mii Jiihnavii Baifhiika seen from across the sacred kur:uJ,a 
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Ma Jalinava could understand by her spiritual v1s10n, the inner heart of 
Raghunatha dasa. Tears of divine love rushed out of both their eyes just like well 
springs. Raghunatha dasa did not know what to say, or how to please Ma Jahnava, 
whose heart was burning like smoldering embers, in separation from her beloved 
consort, Lord Nityananda". 

Ma Jahnava, while sitting here on the banks of Radha-kuQ.c;la, had a wonderful 
vision of Lord Gopinatha standing under a tamala tree playing on His flute. To 
commemorate this wonderful vision, the Deity of Lord Gopinatha was installed 
here next to Ma Jahnava's baithaka . In Vrndavana Lila, Ma Jahnava is none 
other than Ananga Maiijari, the younger sister of Srimati RadharaQ.I. 

Another interesting fact is that the very spot where Jahnava mata sat, is the 
place where in aprakata-llla, a footbridge made of pure crystal extends out into 
the middle of Radha-kuQ.c;la, where the kufija (grove) of Ananga Mafijari is 
situated. This kufija appears like a large lotus flower floating in the middle of 
Radha-kuQ.c;la. Near Ma Jahnava's sitting place there are some steps leading down 
to the water. This place is known as Ma Jahnava-ghata and it was the private 
bathing place of Ma Jahnava. 

15 RAGHUNATHA nA.sA GosvAMI SAMA.Dill 

Here is the samadhi of Srila Raghunatba dasa Gosvami who was affectionately 
known to all the Gauc;liya Vaisnavas as Dasa Gosvami, he was one of the most 
intimate, as well as importan� followers of Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu. Raghunatha 
dasa was born in Bengal in the year 1494, as the son of a very wealthy landowner. 
During his youth, he heard about the glories of Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu and 
his only desire was to join the Lord and serve His lotus feet. 

On one occasion Raghunatha dasa met Lord Nityananda at Panihati. The 
Lord ordered him to organize a big festival where various preparations of cir;la

dadhi (flat rice and yogurt) were distributed to thousands of devotees. Lord 
Nityananda blessed Raghunatha that in the future he would get the mercy of 
Lord Caitanya. 

Even though Raghunatha dasa came from a very wealthy family, he had 
absolutely no interest in material affairs. On a number of occasions, much to the 
consternation of his loving parents, Raghunatha dasa tried to run away from 
home and join Lord Caitariya at Jagannatha Puri. 

. 

Feeling distµrbed by their son's behavior, Raghunatha's parents arranged his 
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Raghuniitha diisa Gosviimi 

Diisa Gosviimi's samiidhi MalJ{iira 
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marriage to a very beautiful girl in 
the hope that it would help him settle 
down, but Raghunatha had absolutely 
no interest in family life and at the 
age of nineteen, managed to escape 
from home and made his way to 
Jagannatha Puri, where he took 
complete shelter of Lord Caitanya 
Mahaprabhu. 

At J agannatha Puri, Lord 
Caitanya placed Raghunatha under 
the care of Svariipa Damodara 
Gosvami, the Lord's principle 
secretary. Raghunatha dasa was the 
embodiment of renunciation and only 
ate enough to keep his body and soul 
together. It is said that his strict 
regulative principles were exactly like 
lines etched in stone, as such lines 
can never be erased. Raghunatha dasa 
continued to render confidential 
service to Lord Caitanya until the end 
of the Lord's manifest pastimes on 
earth, in the year 1534. 

After the disappearance of Lord 
Caitanya, Raghunatha dasa Gosvami 
journeyed to Vrndavana to meet 
Riipa and Sanatana Gosvamis. 
Raghunatha who was feeling great 
separation from Lord Caitanya, had 
decided to end his life by jumping 
down from Govardhana Hill. Riipa 
and Sanatana convinced him not to 
end his life and kept him in their 
company, accepting him as their 
younger brother. 

: 



Lord Caitany,a had presented Raghunatha dasa with His own Govardhana
sila to worship, as well as a gufija-miilii, sacred to Radharal).L Riipa and Sanatana 
took this as a sign that Raghunatha should take shelter of Govardhana Hill and 
reside on the banks of Radha-kul).<;la . .  On their advice, Raghunatha spent the rest 
of his life at Radha-kul).<;la. 

In the year 1583, after almost forty eight years of performing bhajana on 
the banks of the sacred kwu/,a, Raghunatha dasa GosvamI finally entered samiidhi. 

In those days of the repressive Mogul rule, it was decided to bum the sacred 
body of Raghunatha dasa GosvamI, so that the muslim fanatics could not at 
some time in the future, dig up his body and desecrate it. Srila Jiva GosvamI 
personally p�rfonned the last rites and had the sacred ashes of Raghunatha dasa 
GosvamI placed in samiidhi at this very spot, on the banks of Radha-kul).<;ia 
where he sat engaged in his bhajana. 

The Gaura-gwzoddesa-dipika says that Raghunatha dasa GosvamI was Rasa
MafijarI in Kr�Qa's pastimes. Sometimes it is said he was Rati-mafijarI. In the 
sacred memory of Raghunatha dasa GosvamI, a twenty four hour akhand-kirtana 

is being performed next to his samiidhi. 

A 24 hour akhand-kirtana has been going on next to Dasa Gosvaml's samadhi for many decades 
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16 SIVA TEMPLE 

Just next to the Radharamal).a 
temple is this very old and well known 
temple of Lord Mahadeva (Siva) . This 
is the Deity of Mahadeva who protects 
the northern side of Radha-kul).<;la. 

17 SRI SRI RAI>�A �IRA 

In this temple can be seen the 
pratibhu murtis of Sri Sri Radharamal).a. 
The original Radharamal).a temple in 
Vrndavana was established by Srila 
Gopala Bhatta Gosvami. · Also seen on 
the altar are the Deities of Revati
Balarama. It is said that when all the 

The beautiful Deities of Radhiiramm;a (left), and Reva{i Balariima (right) 
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Gosvami Deities were moved to Radha
km)c;la during the Mohammedans attack 
on Vrndavana in 1670, the Deity of 
Radharamal)a stayed behind and was 
hidden in Nidhuvana until the danger 
had passed, Nevertheless, by the desire 
of all the devotees, the pratibhu murti 

of Radharamal)a was installed in a 
temple a t  Radha-kul)c;la.  Srila 
Prabhupada visited this temple in 
November 1973, while on a visit with 
his disciples to Radha-kul)c;la. 

18 SRI SRI RA.DHA GOVINDA 

�IRA 

Here are the beautiful pratibhu 

murtis of Sri Sri Radha-Govinda. The 
original D eity of GovindajI was 
established in Vrndavana by Srila Riipa 
Gosvami. This is one of the most 
popular temples in Radha-kul)c;la. The 
candana (sandalwood paste) decorations 
painted on the Deities face and hands 
are very beautifu l  and famous 
throughout Radha-kul)c;la. In the hot 
summer months, Lord GovindajI wears 
only a kauplna during the maligala-arati 

dal"Sana, and one can see the full beauty 
of the Lord's trancendental body. It is 
said that this is one of the oldest 
temples at Radha-kul)c;la and was built 
by the king of Jaipura, Raja Man Singh 
in 1591 ,  just  one year after he 
completed building the Govindaj I  
Mal)c;lira in Vrndavana. 

9 1  

Riidharamm:za Mai:ujira 

The beautiful face of Govindajl 



The beautiful Deities of Riidhii Govinda 
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19 JIHVA �l)IRA (TONGUE OF GOVARDHANA) 

The word Jihvii. in Sanskrit, or Jihbyii. in Bengali, means tongue and in this 
small temple can be seen the tongue of Govardhana. After Raghunatha dasa 
GosvamI had excavated both Radha-km:ic;la and Syama-ku�c;la, he decided to dig 
a separate well so that local residents would not have to use the sacred waters 
of Radha-ku�c;la for washing clothes or cleaning cooking utensils. 

A group of workers started digging a well just opposite Madhavendra Purl's 
baifhii.ka. During the course of the digging, the workers struck a rock which 
immediately started bleeding profusely. Horrified, the workers stopped digging 
and ran to Raghunatha dasa GosvamI to inform him of the incident. Raghunatha 
dasa immediately told the workers to stop work as some offence may have been 
committed. That same night, Raghunatha had a dream in which Lord Giri
Govardhana appeared before him saying that the rock that had been struck and 
started to bleed, was the Lord's own tongue. Lord Giri-Govardhana then asked 
Raghunatha to remove the rock from the well and worship it daily with tulasl 

leaves and water from Radha-ku�c;la. One who circumambulates this tongue of 
Govardhana seven times, receives the same benefit as circumambulating the whole 
of Govardhana Hill. 

The sacred tongue of Govardhana 
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The samiidhl marµjira of three Gosviimls 

20 TEEN GqsvAMi SAMAI>m 

It is believed that this is the actual cremation place of three Gosvamis; 
namely Raghunatha Bhatta Gosvami, Kri;;Qadasa Kaviraja Gosvami and Raghunatha 
dasa Gosvami. During their stay at Radha-kuQc;la all three entered samadhi on 
the same date, .ASl'ina-fakla dvadasi in the month of Damodara, but in different 
years: 1579, 1582 and 1583 respectively. 

In those days it was feared that the Moslem fanatics might find out the 
tombs of Vaisnava saints and desecrate them. Therefore, to protect the sanctity 
of such great devotees, their bodies were cremated at this spot under the guidance 
of Srila Jiva Gosvami. A portion of the ashes were kept here at the Teen Gosvami 
Samadhi, while another portion of the ashes were entombed at different places. 
The ashes of Raghunatha Bhatta Gosvami were placed in samadhi inside the 
garden of the 64 samadhis near Radha-Govinda MaQc;lira in Vrndavana. It is said 
that the ashes of Kri;;Qadasa Kaviraja were placed in samadhi at the Radha 
Damodara temple in Vrndavana, while the ashes of Raghunatha dasa Gosvami 
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were placed in samiidhi. on the banks of Radha-kuQ.c;la. Inside this shrine can be 
seen three small marble platforms marking the samiidhis of Raghunatha Bhatta 
'(left), Kr�Q.adasa Kaviraja (center) and Raghunatha dasa (right). 

21 GOP.ALA BHATIA GosvAMi BHAJANA KU'flRA 

This is the place overlooking Govinda-ghata where Srila 
Gopala Bhatta Gosvami used to sit and perform his bhajana, 

on the banks of Radha-kuQ.c;la. Gopala Bhatta established the 
Sri Sri RadharaniaQ.a temple in Vrndavana. He spent much of 
his time at Radha-kuQ.c;la in the association of Raghunatha 
dasa Gosvami and Kr�Q.adasa Kaviraja, whose bhajana kufiras 

were nearby. Being a humble Vaisnava, he requested Kr�Q.adasa 
Kaviraja not to mention his name in the Caitanya-caritamrta. Gopala Bhaµa 

His samiidhi. is situated in the RadharamaQ.a temple compound in Vrndavana. 
Gopala Bhatta Gosvami is believed to have been RadharaQ.i's intimate maidservant 
Guna Mafijari in Kr�Q.a's pastimes. 

The bhajana kufira of Gopa/a Bhaµa Gosvami 
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22 ���ADA.SA KA VIRAJA GosvAMI BHAJANA KUTIRA 

At this place Kr�I.J.adasa Kaviraja Gosvami wrote the great Vaisnava classic 
Sri Caitanya-critiimrta, a biography on the life and precepts of Lord Caitanya 
Mahaprabhu. This work was finished in 1581, and just one year later in 1582, 

Kr�I.J.adasa Kaviraja Gosvami entered samiidhi. He is also the author of the highly 
aclaimed Govinda-liliimrta, which describes the daily pastimes (a$fakala-lilii) of 
Radha and Kr�I.J.a, as well as a commentary on Bilvamailgala Thakura's Kn!J-a

kamiimrta, known as Siiraliga-raligada . 

He came to Vrndavana on the orders of Lord Nityananda, who appeared to 
him in a dream. On his arrival at Radha-kul).c;la, he took shelter of Raghunatha 
dasa Gosvami whom he accepted as his guru. The Caitanya-caritiimrta is based 
largely on the accounts of Lord Caitanya's pastimes at Puri, as described by 
Raghunatha dasa, who personally witnessed them. Raghunatha would speak for 
about three hours on Lord Caitanya's pastimes every afternoon before an assembly 
of devotees, Kaviraja Gosvami took notes on everything that Raghunatha spoke. 

The bhajana kufira of Kni:iadiisa Kaviriija Gosviiml 
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A painting of f0ryadiisa Kaviriija Gosviiml writing the VaiSnava classic - Sri Caitanya Caritiim.rta 
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The bhajana kufira of Raghuniitha diisa Gosviimi 

23 RAGHUNATHA DAsA GosvAMi BHAJANA KU'flRA 

According to certain historical records, it is believed that Raghunatha dasa 
Gosvami spent forty eight years living on the banks of Radha-km:ic_la, performing 
his bhajana and worshipping Govardhana Hill. In the first few years, he lived out 
in the open and wore only a loin cloth, as well as a patchwork quilt. He chanted 
on his beads sixty four rounds everyday, offered one thousand obeisances to 
Lord Kr�i:ia and two thousand obeisances to Vaisnavas. He would embrace each 
and every Vaisnava he met. Raghunatha dasa also bathed at least three times a 
day in the sacred waters of Radha-kui:ic_la. 

. Srlla Prabhupada once said "Raghunatha dasa Gosvami showed us how to 
deal with Radha-kui:ic_la. 'Salikhya purvaka niima giina-natibhil; . He was 
circumambulating Radha-kui:ic.la falling down making obeisances, that is Radha
kui:ic_la. Not only he counted the holy name, but he offered obeisances so many 
hundreds of times daily while going around." 

In the later years of his life, Raghunatha took only one leaf-cup of buttermilk 
daily and slept for just ninety minutes at night. Sometimes even this was not 
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possible, as he was so much absorbed in rendering service to Radha and Kr�Q.a. 
It is said that after the disappearance of Lord Caitanya, Raghunatha subsisted on 
only fruit and milk. After the disappearance of Srila Sanatana Gosvami, 
Raghunatha took only a leaf cup of buttermilk once a day, and after the 
disappearance of Srila Riipa Gosvami, Raghunatha gave up eating all together. 

Raghunatha dasa Gosvami was known as the tyagi-vairiigya-prakata murti, or 
the emblem of renunciation, because of the austere life that he led. He practically 
gave up eating and sleeping altogether in order to fully dedicate himself to the 
service of Radha and Kr�Q.a. Raghunatha dasa GosvamI set the highest standard 
of pure devotional service that the world has ever seen and is a shining beacon 
for all aspiring Vaisnavas to follow. 

There are many wonderful pastimes in the life of Raghunatha dasa Gosvami. 
Once when Raghunatha dasa was sitting on the bank of Syama-kuQ.c;la performing 
his bhajana, two tigers appeared out of the jungle and came to drink water from 
the kw:u;J,a. Raghunatha dasa Gosvami was so absorbed in chanting that he did 
not notice the tigers nearby. 

Lord Kr�Q.a suddenly appeared there and stood at some distance, just to 
make sure that no harm came to Raghunatha. At that same time, Sanatana 

A painting of Raghuniitha diisa Gosviiml absorbed in bhajana on the banks of Riidhii-kw:uf.a 
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Gosvami arrived on a visit to Radha-ku1.19a and was amazed to see the Lord 
standing . guard over Raghunatha dasa. As the · tigers finished drinking and left the 
kw;rj,a, Lord Kr�1.1a turned and smiled at Sanatana Gosvami and then disappeared. 
Shocked at what he had just witnessed, Sanatana went over to Raghunatha and 
admonished him for his negligence asking what ltjnd of bhajana he was doing 
that the Supreme Lord had to come and protect him from wild animals. Sanatana 
suggested that Raghunatha build a kufira and perform his bhajana inside. 

On another day, Raghunatha dasa Gosvami was sitting in the sunshine on 
the banks of Radha-ku1.19a, lamenting 
in separation from Radhara1.1i. As the 
day wore on, the sun became unbearably 
hot and Raghunatha started perspiring 
profusely. Torrents of tears were also 
flowing from his eyes and making the 
ground very muddy. Unable to bear the 
scene any longer, Srimati Radhara1.1i 
suddenly came there and holding Her 
veil over Raghunatha's head, shielded 
him from the scorching sun. Bearing 
the full force of the scorching sun, 
Srimati Radhara1.1i also started to 
perspire profusely causing H.er clothing 
to become wet and making the ground 
even more muddy. 

It so happened that Sanatana 
Gosvami once again arrived there on a 
visit. He got a shock when he saw 

Radharlil:zi shielding Raghunatha dilsa Srimati Radhara1.1i protecting 
Raghunatha from the scorching midday sun. Radhara1.1i glanced at Sanatana, 
smiled, and suddenly disappeared. Sanatana then went over to Raghunatha and 
disturbed his meditation, admonishing him again, this time for taking service 
from Srimati Radharl11.li, He then · described to him all that he had witnessed. 
Raghunatha, in disbelief, tUmed around and to his amuzement saw the lotus 

. footprints of Srimati Radharl11.li in the soft muddy earth. · Raghunatha started 
crying piteously just like a child and falling down, he began madly rolling back 
and forth on the muddy ground. 
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Sanatana Gosvami was eventually able to console Raghunatha, and with the 
help of some devotees, made a small thatched cottage so that Raghunatha could 
perform his bhajana inside. Since that time the bhajana-kufira system started 
amongst the Gauc;liya Vaisnavas. 

Rupa Gosvami once wrote a very wonderful book called Lalitii.-Mii.dhava, 

which was full of descriptions about Radha and Kr1>1).a's feelings of intense love 
in separation. Rupa Gosvami gave this book as a gift to Raghunatha dasa 
Gosvami, who upon reading it, dived deeply in the mellows of separation. As the . 
days passed by, Raghunatha became almost mad, continuously crying in. piteous 
tones. Sometimes he neglected the book and at other times he was seen rolling 
on the ground clutching the book to his chest. 

Understanding the deep effect the book was having on the life of Raghunatha 
dasa, Rupa Gosvami decided to write another book in order to alleviate the 

. distress that Raghunatha was feeling. This new book was called Dii.na-keli-kamudl, 

and describes all the joyous meetings and joking words between the divine .lovers, 
Radha and Kr1>1).a. Rupa took back Lalitii.-Mii.dhava on the plea of editing it, then 
gave this new book · to Raghunatha dasa. Immediately there was a pleasing 
transformation in the mood and behavior of Raghunatha dasa, as he tasted the 
sweet transcendental mellows of Radha and Kf1>1).a's meeting and joking together. 

A view of Syiima-kw:z(ia from Riidha�Vinoda
-
-ghdfa 
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A view of Pqnca Pandava-ghiifa, Jiva Gosviimi-ghiifa and Radhii-Vinoda-ghiifa 

On another occasion, a devotee brought some buttermilk in a leaf cup for 
Raghunatha dasa. Seeing that the leaf cup was unusually large, Raghunatha inquired 
from which tree and from which village this leaf had come. When the devotee 
said that it came from the village of Sakhisthali, which is the residence of 
Candravali. Radhara.r:ii's rival, Raghunatha became furious and immediately threw · 
the leaf cup and its contents far away, much to the great surprise : of the devotee. 

- Raghunatha dasa in his spiritual form is one of Radha's intimate maidservants, 
known as Rati Mafijari, who could not tolerate anything related to Candravali, 
Radharaz:ii's main rival in attracting the loving attention of Sri Kr�Q.a. This episode 
adequately illustrates how deeply absorbed Raghunatha dasa Gosvami was in his 
service to Radharaz:ii in his eternal spiritual identity as Rati MafijarL 

On another occasion Raghunatha dasa went into a deep trance. In that state 
he began meditating on cooking a wonderful preparation of sweet rice for Radha 
and Kr�z:ia. With great pleasure and satisfaction, Radha and Kr�.r:ia accepted the 
sweet rice and after eating a portion, distributed the remnants to the sakhi.s and 
mafijaris. Raghunatha al!io got some of the maha-prasada sweet rice and feeling 
intense e_cstasy, because he had pleased Radha and Kr�z:ia, ate far much more 
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A painting of Riidhii and �r:za on the wall at Rasavari-ghiifa 

than usual. As the late afternoon approached, Raghunatha dasa was supposed to 
give his daily d.iscourse on the pastimes of Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu. All the 
devotees assembled outside Raghunatha's bhajana kufira, but after a long wait, 
Raghunatha did not appear. In great anxiety, the devotees came to the door of 
the kufira and inquired if everything was all right. From inside the kufira, 

Raghunatha replied that unfortunately his body was not feeling well. 
One of the devotees, Vitthalanatha, the son of Vallabhacarya, who had been . 

appointed as the pujan of Lord Gopala Raya (Sri Nathaji) by Raghunatha dasa, 
brought two doctors who made a thorough examination of Raghun�tha. The 
doctors proclaimed that the patient was feeling heavy due to overeating a 
combination of rice and milk. All the devotees were astonished to hear the 
diagnosis of the doctors, because everyone knew that Raghunatha took only a 
few drops of buttermilk daily. Raghunat}la dasa Gosvclmi then revealed to the ' . 
devotees, that while serving Radha and Kr�ija' in meditation, in his ecstasy of 
savoring Their sweet rice remnants, he had eaten a little too much and this was · 
the reason for his being indisposed. The devotees were both· amazed and relieved 
to hear Raghunatha's incredi�le explanation. 
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Everyday, Raghunatha dasa GosvamI would spend about three hours in the 
late afternoon, discussing the transcendental pastimes of Lord Caitanya while 
sitting on the banks of Syama-km;ic;la, surrounded by all the devotees. Kr�J).adasa 
Kaviraja was also there listening in rapt attention. Everything he heard from 
Raghunatha dasa about the pastimes of Lord Caitanya, he recorded in the 'Antya

lilii ' of the Caitanya-caritiimrta. 

Raghunatha dasa wrote only three books; Diina-keli-cintiimalJ,i, Muktii-carita 

and Staviivall, which is a collection of poems including Vraja-viliisa-stava and the 
famous Manaf:z-si/cyii, which should be read by all the aspiring Vaisnavas. 

There is some disagreement over the date that Raghunatha dasa GosvamI 
disappeared. Some scholars have given the date of 1571, while others have 
suggested 1583. According to ancient documents relating to the transfer of Radha
kul).c;la to Srila Jiva GosvamI, which took place in the year 1576, and are now 
kept by the Panch commitee in-charge of Raghunatha dasa GosvamI's estate, it 
seems quite possible that Raghunatha dasa GosvamI may well have entered Samiidhi 

in the year 1583. The samiidhl of Raghunatha dasa GosvamI is situated in the 
compound of the Radha-Gopinatha Mal).c;lira on the sacred banks of Radha
kul).c;la, where a twenty-four hour akhand-klrtana is · going on in his honor. 

Riidhii-kurµj.a - a view of Rasavari-ghii!a 
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Flocks of pa;,.ots can be seen in great ab�ndance around the sacred kw:uf.as 
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Syama-ku1,1<Ja-a view from Manasa Pavana-ghaµi 





Bhajana kufira of ViS\Janiitha Cakravarti Thiikura (left) and Raghuniitha diisa Gosviimi (right) 

24 VISVANATHA CAKRAVARTI 'fllAKURA BHAJANA KUTIRA 

Situated right next to the bhajana kufira of Raghunatha dasa Gosvami is the 
bhajana kutira of Srila Visvanatha Cakravarfi Thakura, who came to Radha
kur.u;la about seventy-five years after the disappearance of Raghunatha dasa 
GosvamL Born in Bengal in the year 1638, Visvanatha spent a large part of his 
life at Radha-kuQ<;la performing his bhajana and writing over forty important 
books including; Sri Kr$1J.a Bhiivaniimrta, Camatkiira-candrikii, Vraja-riti-cintiima!J.i, 

Miidhurya-kiidambini, Salikalpa-kalpa-druma, as well as his very famous 
commentary on Srimad Bhiigavatam. Srila Prabhupada extensively used the 
Bhiigavatam commentary of Srila Visvanatha Cakravarfi Thakura when he compiled 
his own purports to the Srimad Bhiigavatam. It is said that Cakravarfipada was 
a plenary part of Srila Rupa Gosvami, who appeared to simplify the most difficult 
truths of Riipa's writings. 

When Visvanatha first arrived here, he stayed in the bhajana kutira of 
Kr�Qadasa Kaviraja and took sh�lter of MukuQ<;la dasa, a disciple of Kaviraja 
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Gosvami, who was taking care of the kufira. After · a short stay, Visvanatha 
went back to Bengal. On his return to Radha-km:1c;la, he stayed in his 
own bhajana kutira just next to the bhajana kufira of Raghunatha dasa 
Gosvami. 

After the disappearance of Srila Jiva Gosvami in 1608, much confusion and 
conflict had arisen amongst the followers of Lord Caitanya until Vi8vanatha 
appeared on the scene. He soundly defeated all the deviant so-called scholars and 
reestablished the Gauc;liya Vaisnava siddhanta and became the undisputed leader 
of all Vaisnavas in the world. 

Visvanatha worshipped a small deity of Lord Gokulananda and later installed 
Him in the temple of Sri Sri Radha-Gokulananda which was established by 
Lokanatha Gosvami in Vrndavana. Vi8vanatha also worshipped the Govardhana.
sila of Raghunatha dasa Gosvami. This silii is presently being worshipped at the 
Bhiigavata-nivas near the Kr�l.J.a Balarama Mal).c;lira in Raman Reti. The pratibhu 

murti of this silii is being worshipped at the Sri Sri Radha-Gokulananda Mal).c;lira 
in Vrndavana. 

Just near to Vi8vanatha's bhajana kufira at Miinasa-piivana-ghiifa, one can 
see a pilu bush, which is the green leafed creeper at the top of the ghiifa steps. 

At the top of the ghiifa steps stands the pilu bush, just next to Virvaniitha 's kufira 
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- .-
J V!Svaniitha Cakrava_rtl 'fhiikura 's bhajana kufira 

This pilu bush was in a former life a brahmwza who resided in Kasi (Varanasi). 
Because of his intense desire to serve Radha and Kr�l).a, he was blessed to take 
birth as this pilu bush on the bariks of Syama-kul).c;la. This was all revealed to 
Visvanatha by the personality of the pilu bush himself. Visvanatha often discussed 
Radha-Kf�l).a-lila with this brahma1:za devotee who had taken the form of the pilu 

bush. It is also said that when Kf�l).a planted His pearl garden near the Yamuna 
during the Mukta-carita pastime, it was pilu bushes that grew and provided Kr�l).a 
with so many wonderful pearls. Local Vaisnavas say that in aprakata-lila, pilu 

bushes are covered with precious pearls instead of flowers. 
During the writing of his book Mantrartha Dipika, which was an explanation 

of the Kama Gayatri mantra, Visvanatha became suddenly perplexed. After 
completing extensive research and studying all the known literatures, Visvanatha 
concluded that there were twenty five full syllables contained in the Kama Gayatri 

mantra. This greatly disturbed him ·because Srila Kf�l).adasa Kaviraja GosvamI 
had stated in his Sri Caitanya-caritamrta, that there were only twenty-four and a 
half syllables. 
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/ Visvanatha began to wonder how on earth such an exalted V;Jsnava as 

Kr�i:iadasa Kaviraja could possibly commit such an error, when all the known 
scriptures have concluded that there are twenty-five full syllables contained in the 
Kiima-Giiyam mantra. Immediately condemning himself for having such offensive 
thoughts, that a great Vaisnava like Kr�i:iadasa could have made a mistake, 
Visvanatha, feeling extremely disturbed within his mind, concluded it was better 
to give up his life rather than become an offender at the lotus feet of Kaviraja 
GosvamI. 

Having decided to fast unto death, Visvanatha stayed awake the whole · night 
feeling great lamentation and sorrow at his misfortune. As dawn approached, 
Visvanatha momentarily fell to sleep and experienced a wonderful dream in which 
Stimafi Radharai:ii suddenly appeared before him. 

Smiling benevolently and speaking in a sweet voice, Sriamti Radharai:ii told 
Visvanatha, "Oh Visvanatha! Please don't lament anymore. What Kr�i:iadasa wrote 
is true, he is also my confidential maidservant and thus he knows everything 
about my innermost moods. The Kiima Giiyam is the mantra for worshiping Me. 
Indeed, I am revealed by the syllables of this mantra. Without my mercy, no one 
can understand the mystery of this mantra . Look at the book entitled Vamiigama

bhasvadl to find the solution to the half syllable. Kr�i:i.adasa read this book and . 
then wrote as he did. The letter ya which is followed by the letter vi, as in the 
words kama deviiya vidmiihe, is considered to be a half syllable. This falls on 
Kr�i:ia's forehead because His forehead is shaped like the halo of a half moon. 
All other letters of the mantra are full syllables and therefore full moons. Now 
wake up, read the book and compile the evidence for everyone's benefit." 

Immediately waking up, Visvanatha experienced ecstatic symptoms throughout 
his body and felt himself blessed to have had the darsana of the most worshipable 
Srimafi Ra,dharai:iI. Searching out the book Vamiigama-bhasviidl, and reading it 
thoroughly, Visvanatha joyfully completed the writing of his book Mantriirtha 

Dlpika, explaining the most confidential meanings of the Kiima Giiyam mantra. 

It is said that in Kr�i:ia's pastimes, Srila Visvanatha Cakravarfi is Vinoda
vallari Mafijari, one of Radharai:iI's intimate maidservants. The samiidhl of Srlla 
Visvanatha Cakravarti can be found at the Sri Sri Radha Gokulananda Mai:ic;lira 
in Vrndavana. 
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Miinasa-piivana-ghiifa where Riidhiirii1fi and the gopis bathe at noon 

25 MANsA-PA.VANA-GllATA 

This is the celebrated ghafa on the banks of Syama-km:1c,ia where according 
to Srila Kr�Q.adasa Kaviraja GosvamI, Srimafi RadharaQ.I and her girlfriends bathe 
everyday at noon. This ghafa is one of Srimafi Radhar:l.ryI's favorite places and 
she has said that anyone who bathes at this ghafa, will be blessed by Her to 
achieve the same level of love that She Herself has for Kr�Q.a. 

At the top of the steps of Manasa-pavana-ghata is a pilu bush, where it is 
said that the gopl.s hang their clothing whilst taking bath in the kiu;rja. This pilu 

bush was formerly a brahmatµl from Kasi (Varanasi), whose only desire was to 
render service to Radha and Kr�IJa. He received this benediction and took the 
form of a pilu bush on the banks of Syama-kuQ.c,ia. 
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26 PANCA-P�l)AVA-GHATA 

Formerly standing here on the 
banks of Syama-km:}.c;la were five trees, 
said to be the five Pal}.c;lavas, who 
took the bodies of trees in order to 
meditate here on the banks of this 
sacred ku1J4a . When Raghunatha 
dasa was excavating Syama-kul}.c;la, in 
order to make it the same shape as 
Radha-kul}.c;la, these five trees were 
scheduled to be cut down. In  a 
dream, the five Piil}.c;lavas headed by 
Yudhi�thira, came before Raghunatha 
dasa and asked him not to cut down 
the five trees, as they were residing 
in them and performing bhajana on 

The Panca-Piirµlava-ghii/a 
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A tree believed to be Arjuna 



The dead tree-trunk believed to have been the Piii:ztf.ava Bhima 

the sacred banks of Syama-km:}(;la. On awaking the next morning, Raghunatlla 
dasa ordered that no trees should be cut down and only the vacant area should 
be used for digging the kw:u;f,a. This accounts for the unusual shape of Syama
kul)<;la. 

Unfortunately today, only one tree remains alive, which is believed by local 
sadhus to be the Pal)<;lava Arjuna. This tree can be seen just a few metres down 
from Pal)<;lava Ghata, jutting out from the ghiita steps. The locals say this ancient 
Kalpavri�a tree has not changed in many decades and always appears the same. 
Another tree believed to have been the Pal)<;lava Bhima, stands infront of the 
bhajana kufira of Vi�vanatha CakravartI. This tree died about ten years ago and 
now only the trunk remains. 

27 SRI SRI CAITANYA GADADHARA �IRA 

In this temple are the Deities of (from left to right); Lord Nityananda, Lord 
Caitanya and Gadadhara Pal)<;lita. Srimafi Radhar� took part in Lord Caitanya's 
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The Deities of Sri Sri Caitanya - Gadiidhara along with Lord Nityiinanda on Their left 
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pastimes as Gadadhara Pai:it;lita. Lord Caitanya and Gadadhara Pai:it;lita were 
practically , inseparable from childhood. When Lord Caitanya took sannyasa and 
moved to Puri, Gadadhara Pai:it;lita also took sannyasa and followed the Lord to 
Puri. It is said that They who were Radha and Kr�i:ia in Vrndavana llla, appeared 
as Gaura-Gadadhara in Caitanya lila . In this temple, the famous female saints 
Ganga-mata Gosvamini and Lak�mipriya, lived and performed their bhajana. 

They were both disciples of Haridasa Pai:it;lita GosvamI, who was himself a disciple 
of Gadadhara Pai:it;lita. La�mipriya used to worship and take personal care of 
the Deities of Sri Sri Gaura-Gadadhara. 

Ganga-mata GosvaminI was born into a royal family and on the death of her 
father, she became queen. But after just a few year's, renounced the world and 
travelled to Vrndavana, where she slept on the banks of the Yamuna and daily 
swept the Govindaji temple. Her guru Haridasa Pai:it;lita sent her to Radha-kui:it;la 
to stay with L�mipriya, who daily chanted three hundred thousand names of 
God. After the disappearance of Raghunatha dasa GosvamI, ·his Govardhana sila 
was · given to La�mipriya to worship. After �mipriya disappeared, the sila 

was worshipped by Kr�i:iapriya 'fhakuranI, and then finally given to Srila Visvanatha 
Cakravarti Thakura to worship. 

28 SAMAl>Hi OF SRiLA NARAHARI SARKARA 

Srila Narahari Sarkara -'fhakura was one of Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu's 
most confidential asscociates. He was born in Bengal in the year 1480 and later 

The spot where the samadhi fonnerly stood 
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became famous as a great 
kirlana singer, as well as 
poet. He a·lso wrote a 
number of b@oks of which 
Sri Bhajanamrta and 
Pada-kalpa-taru are the 
most prominent. In the 
later years of his life,  
Narahari Sarkara moved 
to Radha-kui:it;la and 
performed his bhajana on 
the banks of th� sacred 
kw:uf,a, where he finally 



Dholi-kunja where the samiidhi of Narahari Sarkiira was situated 

gave up his body in the year 1540. 

Srila Narahari Sarkara's samiidhi. ma1J,(i.ira was formerly situated in the 
courtyard of the Bengali king Maharaja Kumara's palatial residence, known as 
Dholi-kufija. There was also a small temple at the far end of the courtyard facing 
Narahari Sarkara's samiidhi., where the Deities of Sri Telimohana were worshipped 
(some say the name of the Deity was Radha-Syamasundara). 

About fifteen years ago, the Mahiiraja sold Dholi-kufija to a local Vrajavasi 
farmer who knocked down the samiidhi. ma1J,(i.ira and sold off the Deities to a 
family of briihma1J,as from Badri. Now only a vacant plot measuring ten square 
feet bears testimony that a great saintly person lies buried at this spot. The 
temple room is also lying vacant and is now used by the farmers family. One may 
still enter the courtyard of Dholi-kufija and offer obeisances at the spot where 
the samiidhi. once stood. In Vrndavana li.lii, Srila Narahari Sarkara 'fhakura 
was the confidential maidservant of Srimati Radharal).i known as Madhumati 
Mafijari. 
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Vraja-Swiinanda-Sukhada-kunja - the bhajana kufira of Bhaktivinoda Thiikura 

29 BHAKTIVINODA 'fHAKuRA BRA.JANA KUTIRA 

This is the bhajana kufira of Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakura (1838-1914) as 
well as Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati GosvamI (1874-1936), and is known as 
the Vraja-Swananda-Sukhada-kufija, or the grove that gives one happiness and 
bliss. The kufira was constructed in about 1900 and was regularly used by 
Bhaktivinoda Thakura until his disappearance in 1914. At that time, Srila 
Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati started using it as his bhajana kufira. 

Situated in this kufira is the pu$pa-samiidhi of both Srila Bhaktivinoda 
Thakura and Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati. In another room can be seen the 
bed used by Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati, as well as his walking stick and 
wooden shoes. 

It was here at Radha-kul)c;la in 1935,  that His Divine Grace A.C. 
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada visited his spiritual master, Srila Bhaktisiddhanta 
Sara5vati GosvamI, and accompanied him on morning walks around the sacred 
kut;<;f,as. It was at this historic meeting that Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati GosvamI 
confided in Srila Prabhupada and told him, that if he ever got money, he should 
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print books. Srila Prabhupada taking 
this instruction as his life's mission, went 
on to become the world's most prolific 
author in the field of Vedic philosophy, 
religion and culture, having published 
and distributed over one hundred 
million books in forty different 
languages, all within a period of just 
thirteen short years. 

In 1 930  Srila Bhaktisiddhanta 
Sarasvati had the kufira renovated and 
to everyone's amazement, installed a 
modern toilet, which had never been 
seen in this part of India before. He 
was also the first sadhu to use a motor 
car for going to preaching engagements, 
demonstrating that everything, including 
modern inventions, could be used for 
spreading Kr�Qa Consciousness. 

Srila Bhaktisiddhanta SarasvatI 
Gosvami was one of the greatest 
revolutionary preachers in Indian 
history, and once visited Vrndavana 
accompanied by a number of disciples 
dressed in western suits. The reason for 
doing this, was to expose all the false 
renunciates dressed in the garb of 
babiijls, but who secretly associate with 
women and indulge in illicit sex, smoke 
bid.i's, and beg as a means of livelihood. 
There was tremendous opposition to 
Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati from the 
local babiijl community, as well as the 
so-called caste brahma1;as and caste 
gosvamis (those who claim the title of 
gosvaml or brahmal).a simply by 
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Sri/a Bhaktivinoda Tfziikura 

Sri/a Bhaktisiddhiinta Saraivafi 



The p�pa-samiidhis of Srila Bhaktivinoda Thiikura and Sri/a Bhaktisiddhiinta Sarasvatl 

The room along with the bed used by Sri/a Bhaktisiddhiinta SaraSvati 
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birthright) Regardless of their stiff opposition, Srila Bhaktisiddhanta SarasvatI 
continued to preach fearlessly in spreading Lord Caitanya's movement and was 
known as the 'Lion Guru'. His giving the sacred thread to those not born in 
brahmm:ia families created a storm of protest. On one occasion, as the thousand 
strong Vraja-mwu;l.ala-parikrama party led by the 'Lion Guru', arrived in the 
town of Vrndavana, stones were thrown at them and all the jati-gosai (caste 
gosvamis ), out of protest, closed the doors of their temples. Only the gosains of 
the Radharamal)a temple, kept their doors open, and, being true followers of 
Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu, enthusiastically welcomed the Vraja-mwujala

parikrama. Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati's struggle to establish the Kr�I)a 
Consciousness movement is unparalleled in the history of world Vaisnavism, and 
his contribution will be remembered by generations of Kr�I)a devotees the world 
over. 

The wooden shoes and walking stick used by Sri/a Bhaktisiddhiinta Sarasvatl 

During his lifetime, Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvafi GosvamI established sixty 
four Gau9Iya Maths (Monas tries) all over India. He sent preaching parties to 
England, Germany, Burma and Bangladesh, as well as established a number of 
printing presses for printing books, magazines, and a daily newspaper, all for the 
purpose of spreading the divine teachings of Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu. Srila 
Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvafi GosvamI disappeared from the world in the year 1936, 

and his samadhi mwu;l.ira is situated at Sridhama Mayapur, West Bengal. His 
p�pa-samadhl can also be seen at the Radha-Damodara temple in Vrndavana. 
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30 JAGANNATHA l\1ANDIRA 

In this small temple can be found the 
Deities of Lord · Jagannatha, Subhadra and 
Balarama. It has become a common practice 
for all those performing parikramii of .Radha
km:i.c;la, as well as Govardhana parikramii, to 
stop here and take darsana of the Deities 
before proceeding. Each year these Deities 
are taken out on procession during the annual 
Ratha-yatra, parade and circumambulate both 
Syama-kuQc;la and Radha-kul).c;la' before 
returning in the evening. 

31 SRiLA JiVA GosvAMI BIWANA KUTIRA 

This is the place where Srila Jiva GosvamI stayed and performed his bhajana 

when living at Radha-kllJ)c;la. Even though Raghunatha dasa GosvamI was the 
inspiration and spiritual force behind the excavation of Radha-kul).c;la and Syama
ku_l).c;la, it was Srlla Jiva GosvamI who actually purchased the land, oversaw the 
excavation and managed all the affairs. He also made sure that Raghunatha dasa 
was properly taken care of because, being so deeply absorbed in the feelings of 
separation from Radha and Kr�Qa, Raghunatha had practically no perception of 
worldly affairs. 

Srila Jiva GosvamI arrived in Vrndavana in the year 1535 and took shelter 
at the lotus feet of his two uncles, Rupa and Sanatana GosvamL Under their 
expert guidance he became a brilliant scholar, compiling a staggering four hundred 
thousand Sanskrit verses delineating the teachings of Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu. 
Jiva GosvamI is known as India's greatest ever philosopher and his most famous 
work, the Sat-sandarbhas, are considered to be the penultimate in all philosophical 
understanding. 

Srila Jiva GosvamI established the SrI Sri Radha-Damodara temple at Seva 
Kuftja in Vrndavana in 1542. In the year 1608, he disappeared from this world 
and his samiidhi is situated within the Radha-Damodara temple complex. it is 
said that in Vrndavana lilii, Srila Jiva GosvamI is one of the ii$fa-mafijalis of the 
name Vilasa Maftjari. 
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The mandapa containing the bhajana ku.fira of Sri/a Jlva Gosvlimi 

Sri/a Jiva Gosvlimi bhajana ku.fira The small shrine of Radha-Dlimodara 
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The beautiful Lalitii-kur:uJ,a 

This is the sacred kw:u;l.a of Lalita Sakhi, the most iptimate of all Radharal).i's 
girlfriends. Out of the eight most confidential maidservants (a1'.ita-sakhfs) of 
Radharal).i, Lalita is the foremost because of Her proximity to Radharal).i. She is 
known for Her contradictory nature and hot temper, as well as her unswerving 
love for the divine couple. Before approaching Radharal).i, one must seek the 
blessings of Lalita Devi, and if she is pleased, then only can one approach 
Srimati Radharal).i. 

Lalita Devi's personal assistant is Rupa Mafijari, who appeared in Caitanya 
lfla as Srila Rupa Gosvami. Gau9iya Vaisnavas are known as Rupanugas, or 
followers of Srila Rupa Gosvami, and should aspire through the medium of the 
disciplic succession, to assist Rupa Mafijari in her service to Lalita Devi, who in 
tum is directly rendering intimate service to Radha and Kr1'.il).a. On the altar of 
many Radha-Kr1'.il).a temples, Lalita Devi can be found standing next to Radha 
and Kr1'.ii:ia, always ready to offer service to the divine couple. 

It is said that each of the a1'.ita-sakhfs have their kw:u;l.as situated around 
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Radha-kul)c;la, but except for the 
monsoon season, only Lalita's kw:z.rj.a is 
visible. It is also said that Lalitii-kuQc;la, 
along with Mohan-kuQc;la, manifested 
before both Syama-kuQc;la and Radha
kul)c;la, in preparation for Their 
appearance. The legend goes that Lalita, 
who along with Kr�Qa (Mohan), called 
eighty four holy places to appear and 
create a kw:u;l.a where the sins of six kinds 
of murders could be washed off. The six 
types are: killing a briihmm:z,a, a cow, a 
baby (abortion), suicide, killing a man 
or woman, and killing insects or worms. 

Lalita Devi appeared in the 
Caitanya-/ilii as Svariipa Damodara 
Gosvami, the Lord's personal assistant. 
No one could approach Lord Caitanya, 
or present anything to Him without first 
going to Svariipa Damodara and getting 
his permission. Lalita DevI and her 
assistants like Riipa Mafijari, incarnate 
on earth from time to time in order to 
propagate the topmost mood of serving 
Radha and Kr�Qa, namely to become one 
of Their intimate maidservants. 

Lalita-kuQc;la is full of many large 
turtles and in winter time, many water 
birds appear there from as far away as 
Siberia. Local devotees say after the 
monsoon, a large area outside Lalita
kuQc;la is covered with water and at that 
time one can clearly see the kw:z,r,las of 
the a�ta-sakhis, as well as Mohana-kuQc;la, 
Balarama-kul)c;la and Vr�abhanu-kul)c;la 
(Bhanu Khor). 
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Another view of Lalitii-kurµ,la 

The canal from Syama-kur:u;la 



vaiSnava samiidhis near Lalitii-lau:u;l.a 

One of the many large turtles that live in Lalita-kw:u/.a 
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Just next to Lalitii-kurµla is Mohana-kul){ia 

Pelicans swimming in Mohana-kurµla 
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A view of the �fa sakhi-kuI}.c;las 





In the rainy season, Balariima-kw:uj,a can be clearly seen 

A flock of pelicans enjoying the early morning sun 
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Painted storks can be found in flocks all around Riidhii-ku!J<f.a 

Bhiinu Khor - also known as V.�abhiinu-kufJ<f.a 
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Just past Lalitii-kur:uJa is the Lalitii-Bihiiri Maf)<;/,ira 

The tiny Deities of Lalitii-Bihiiri 
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33 SRI SRI LALITA BIHARI 

�IRA 

This temple is also known as the 
Lalita-Mohana Ma1,1.c,iira and is 
dedicated to the transcendental loving 
pastimes enacted here between Lalita 
Devi and Lord Sri Kp:;1,1.a (Mohana). 
'Bihari' means the Supreme Enjoyer, 
or in other words, the Supreme Lord 
Knwa, the enjoyer of Lalita. This 
temple is located just next to Lalita
ku1,1.c,ia and Mohana-ku1,1.c,ia, and is 
managed by Vaisnava devotees of the 
Nimbarka-sampradiiya. 



34 �URA MAIIARA.JA �IRA 

(Radha Govinda Temple) 

This temple came into being in the 
19th century when the British forces 
annexed the state of Mal).ipura and sent 
into exile the king of MaIJ.ipura, Maharaja 
Gambhira Singh, The MaIJ.ipuris, besides 
being devout Vaisnavas, were fierce fighters 
and repulsed many attempts by the British 
to capture the state. Finally the British 
played a trick by keeping a large herd of 
cows, sacred to the MaIJ.ipuris, in front of 
advancing troops. Upon seeing the cows 
in front of the advancing enemy, the 
MaQipuris could not open fire due to fear 
of killing the sacred cows. The British 

Mar:iipura Mahiiriija MarJ4ira 

The Deities of Sri Sri Riidhii Govinda at the Mar:iipura Mahiiriija Mm:u/ira 
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The beautiful Deities of Riidhii Vinoda 
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were able to overrun the Mai:iipuri defenses and eventually seize control of the 
state. The king of Mai:iipura was then sent into exile by the British and he chose 
to come and live at Radha-kui:i<;la, where be built this beautiful temple of Radha
Govinda. The grandson of Maharaja Gambhira Singh is now looking after the 
worship of Sri Sri Radha Govinda. 

35 SRI SRI IUDHA. VINODA MAr:-il>IRA 

In this small roadside temple can be seen the most beautiful pratibhu murti 

of Sri Sri Radha-Vinoda. The original Deities of Radha-Vinoda were worshipped 
by Lokanatha Gosvami, who established the temple of Radha-Gokulananda in 
VPidavana. The original Deities of RadhaNinoda are now in Jaipur. The p�pa

samii.dhi of Lokanatha Gosvami, as well as the underground gufii. (cave) where 
he used to stay at Radha-kui:i<;la, can be seen at the Radha-Gokulananda Mai:i<;lira 
in Radha-kui:i<;Ia. The full samii.dhi of Lokanatha Gosvami is in the graunds of 
Vrndavana's Radha-Gokulananda Mai:i<;Iira near Kesi-ghata. 

36 GoPi-KOPA 

Gopi-kiipa means the well (kupa) used by the gopis. During Kr�i:ia's pastimes 
five thousand years ago, the gopis used to fetch water. from this well. Kr�i:ia also 
used to come here and the gopis would give Him water to quench His thirst. 

The same well was later excavated by Srila Rag�unatha dasa Gosvami to 
provide water for washing clothes, so that the local inhabitants need not use the 
sacred waters of Radha-kui:i<;Ia. During the digging, the workmen struck a rock 
that started to bleed profusely and they immediately ran to Raghunatha dasa to 
inform him of the incident. 

Fearing that some offence may have been committed, Raghunatha immediately 
halted the digging. That night in a dream, Lord Giri-Govardhana appeared before 
Raghunatha and informed him that the rock that began bleeding, was in fact the 
tongue of Govardhana. Lord Giri-Govardhana therr instructed Raghunatha to 
install the tongue of Govardhana in a shrine and it worship with tulasi leaves and 
water from Radha-kui:i<;la. This shrine is known as the Jihva Mai:i<;lira (Jihva 
means tongue). Pilgrims performing parikramii. of both Radha-kul).<;la as well as 
Govardhana, offer their respects here at Gopi-kiipa before contiiiuing their 
parikramii.. 
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The sacred well known as Gopl-kil.pa 

37 MADHAVENDRA PuRI's BAI'fHAKA 

This is the place on the banks of Syama-km;ic;la where Srila Madhavendra 
Puri Gosvami sat down and rested during his famous parikramti around 
Govardhana Hill. Madhavendra Puri was the spiritual master of Isvara Puri, who 
later became the spiritual master of Lord Caitanya. When Madhavendra Puri 
came here, Radha-kul).c;la and Syama-kul).c;la had not yet been discovered. By the 
will of Lord Kr�IJ.a, Madhavendra Puri decided to stop at this spot next to the 
two paddy fields, that were some years later, revealed by Lord Caitanya to be 
Radha-kul).c;la and Syama-kul).c;la. 

Madhavendra Puri discovered the Gopala Deity, also known as Sri Nathaji, 
near Govinda-kul).c;la and installed Him on Govardhana Hill. Sri Nathaji was later 
moved due to the fear of Muslim zealots, to a small town called Nathadwara in 
Rajasthan. Besides initiating Isvara Puri, Madhavendra Puri Gosvami also accepted 
Advaita Acarya and Lord Nityananda as his disciples. Madhavendra Puri became 
celebrated as the devotee for whom the Deity named Gopinatha, at Remm:ia in 
Orissa, stole a pot /cyira (condensed milk). 
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The dome shaped bai{hiika of Sn/a Miidhavendra Pun 

38 �TA SAKHi M�IRA 

In this temple are the Deities of 
Radha and Kp;I)a accompanied by 
Their eight confidential assistants 
known as the il'$ta-sakhis, The names 
of the il'$ta-sakhis are Lalita, Visakha, 
Citra, Campakalata, Turigavidya, 
Indulekha, RarigadevI and SudevI. 
This temple was built by the Maharaja 
of Bharatpura and is the only ii$fa

sakhi temple in the whole of Radha
kul)c;la. 

RU.dhii-Km:za and the ii$fa-sakhis 
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A view of Syima-kut;l4a from Gaya-ghata 
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The Deities of Sri Sri Gaura Nitiii with Advaita Aciirya (right) 

39 NITAi-GAURA SiTANATHA �IRA 

This temple is managed by Vaisnavas from Mal)ipura and contains the Deities 
of Lord Caitanya and Lord Nityananda, accompa_nied by Sri Advaita Acarya who 
is also known as Sitanatha, meaning the husband of Sita Ma, who it is said, was 
herself an expansion of Paurl)amasI. 

40 RADHA. MAl>HAVA �IRA 

The Deities of Sri Sri Radha Madhava in this Mal)c;lira, are the pratibhu 

murtis of Jayadeva GosvamI's original Deities which are now being worshipped in 
Jaipur. Jayadeva Gosvami was the author of the highly acclaimed Gitii.-govinda , 

which was read by Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu every day while living at Jagannatha 
Puri in Orissa. Jayadeva Gosvami who appeared some years before Lord Caitanya, 
is also famous as a singer and composer of Vaisnava bhajanas. In the temple 
compound here can be seen the p�pa-samii.dhi of Jayadeva GosvamI. This temple 
is presently being managed by Mal)ipura Vaisnavas. 
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The Deities of Riidhii Miidhava with Lord Caitanya on the left 

The pU$pa-samadhi of Jayadeva Gosviimi 
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The Deity (lil)ga) of Ban-Khal)</.i Mahiideva 

-
Ban-Khal)r/.i Mahiideva Mal)rj.ira 
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41 BAN-KHA1'Jpi 

MAIIADEVA 

�!)IRA 

Guarding the 
Estem side of Radha
km:u;la is the famous 
temple of Lord Siva 
known as Ban-KhaI_lc;H 
Mahadeva. There used 
to be a very large and 
beautiful kadamba 

forest surrounding 
this temple, which has 
now completely 
disppeared. 



The sitting place of Lord Caitanya Mahiiprabhu on the banks of Syiima-kur:u;la 

42 MAIIAPRABHU'S BAITIIAKA 

This is the spot on the sacred banks of Syama-kuQ.c,ia, where Lord Caitanya 
Mahaprabhu sat in contemplation under a tamala tree, just before discovering 
Radha-kuij.c,Ia and Syama-kuQ.c,ia. This place is also known as Tamala-tala, after 
the sacred tamiila tree that grows here. The present tree is an offshoot of the 
original one under which Lord Caitanya sat. The ghii!a nearby is known as 
Tamala-tala-ghata. Within the newly built shrine is the impression of Lord 
Caitanya's lotus footprints, believed to have been established by Srila Bhakti
siddhanta Sarasvati. We can understand why the Lord chose this spot as His 
sitting place, because of the wonderful view it affords of the two sacred kw:zrj.as. 

It is not surprising that the Vedic scriptures declare that Lord Caitanya is 
the most munificient incarnation of God. By revealing the hidden location of 
Radha-kuQ.c,ia and Syama-kuQ.c,ia, the Lord has given the world a unique gift, the 
most sacred of all the sacred tirthas within creation. Generation after generation 
of Vaisnavas the world-over, can come to Radha-kuQ.c,ia and simply by anointing 
their heads with the sacred waters of these transcendental lakes, can achieve the 
greatest benediction of divine love, equal to that of Sri Sri Radha and J(r�Q.a. 
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A painting of Lord Caitanya Mahiiprabhu sitting under the famous tamiila tree 
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The shrine around Lord Caitanya 's Baifhtika 

Caitanya Baifhtika The lotus feet of Lord Caitanya 
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Syima-km.u;la- a view of Tam.al-tala ghata and Caitanya Baiµiaka 





A view of Piisa-khela-ghiifa 

43 Pasa-KHELA GllATA (V ALLABHACARYA BAl'fHAKA) 

At this celebrated ghata on the banks of Syama-km)c;la, Radha and Kr�Da 
enjoy the pastimes of pasa-khela, which is a board game played with dice. This 
wonderful ptifa-khela pastimes has been described by Srila Visvanatha Cakravarti 

The gateway of PiiSa-khela ghiifa and Vallabhii Baifhiika 
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Thakura as follows: 
"Once upon a time, 

Srimati Radharal).i told 
Lalita DevI that Kr�I).a, 
being very strong, had 
powerfully defeated the 
gopis in various fun games 
like honey-wine drinking, 
water sports and 
swimming. Now they 
should diminish His pride 



A painting of �r:ia splashing Riidhiiriir:il with water 

by challenging Him to a game that requires some brains. 
Radharayp then challenged Kr�r;a to a game of pasa. NandimukhI sat on 

Kr�r;a's side as a witness and Vrnda DevI sat on Radharar;i's side. Kur;c;lalata was 
the game board supervisor. Madhumarigala kept score for Kr�r;a and Lalita for 
Radharai:iL Picking up the stone dice, Radharar;I very cleverly rolled a pair of 
tens and twelves. First Kr�r;a lost His precious Kaustubha gem to Radharar;I and 
then Kr�r;a cheated on the next throw and took the prize of Radharar;I's embrace. 
Radharar;I then won the wager of kisses. Smiling, Kr�r;a placed His cheek near 
Radharar;I's lips and said, "SakhI, I admit defeat in this public assembly, now 
collect your prize. "  Radharar;I and all Her 
girlfriends laughed at Kr�r;a's joke while covering 
their faces with their veils. 

Also at this ghata is the sitting place of 
Vallabhacarya, who was a contemporary of Lord 
Caitanya and is mentioned in the Caitanya
caritamrta. There is also a small temple here run 
by the Vallabha-sampradaya. 
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Vallabhii baifhiika 



Local residents making Tulsi beads 

A local resident selling Tulsl beads A siidhu chanting on beads 
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Pilgrims performing dat;<;lavata parikramii A monkey at Riidhii-kut;<;la 

A siidhu enjoying the cooling shade The gateway to Madana-mohana Mat;ef.ira 
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The beautiful Deities of Riidhii Madana-Mohana with Lalitii Sakhl on the left 

44 SRI SRI IUmlA. MADANA-MOHANA �IRA 

In this temple can be seen the beautiful pratibhu murtis of Sri Sri Radha 
Madana-Mohana. The original Deity of Madana-Mohana was established in 
Vrndavana by Srila Sanatana Gosvami. The original Deity is now being worshipped 
at Karoli in Rajasthan. 

Also in this temple can be seen (to the left of the Deity room), the sitting 
place (baithaka) of Srila Sanatana Gosvami, who was a regular visitor to Radha

The sitting place of Saniitana Gosviiml 
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km:ic;la and sat at this spot when 
performing his bhajana. For this 
reason, a temple was later built 
at the very same place. This 
temple also has it's own ghii/a 

on the bank of Syama-km:ic;la 
known as Madana-Mohana 
ghata. 



45 SRi MAllAPRABHU �IRA 

The beautiful Deities of Lord 
Caitanya and Lord Nityananda were 
brought from Bengal over fifty years 
ago and worshipped here by an old 
Bengali widow. After her demise, two 
old Biibiijis continued to perform the 
worship of the Deities. About thirty 
years ago, the Panch committee in
charge of Raghunatha dasa Gosvami's 
estate, arranged for the construction of 
the present temple. This temple holds a 
very wonderful swing festival (Jhulana

yiitrii) every year, which is very popular 
with the local people and especially with 
the children of Radha-kuQ.c;la. 

The Deities of Gaura-Nitai 

Riijiisthani devotees dance to the beat of kirtana at the Mahiiprabhu MalJ{iira 
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The white marble shrine known as Ratna-vedi where the sacred kut;f}.as meet one another 

46 THE SANGAM (MEETING PIACE) 

This is the meeting place (saligam) of tlie two sacred kw:u;/,as where the 
divine lovers Radha and Kr�r:ia, in Their liquid forms, embrace one another 
eternally, without fear of ever' being separated. 

The meeting place of the two kw:uJas is also known as Ratna-vedi, which 
means jeweled altar. On the spiritual plane, this Ratna-vedi appears as a gem 
studded bridge across the saligam. As Radha-kur:i<;la is considered the most sacred 
of all sacred places, this spot known as Ratna-vedi is considered the epitome of 
all sacredness, and is therefore also known as the Radha-kur:i<;la Y ogapitha. 

The bathing ghiifas on both sides of Ratna-vedi are known as the Yugala
sailgam-ghata. If one looks closely, one can see small slits in the stone steps 
below Carar:ia-cinha, that allows the waters of the two sacred kw:ujas to flow into 
one another. This is also one of the most popular places for pilgrims to take 
bath, by first dipping in Radha-kur:i<;la, then Syama-kur:i<;la and then in Radha
kur:i<;la again. 
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A view of the sarigam with Rfldhii-kurµla in the background 

The sarigam is the most popular place for pilgrims to take a sacred bath 
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47 GIRIRAJA MAIIARA.JA 

M�l)IRA 

At the saligam of the two 
sacred kw:ujas which is known as 
Ratna-vedi, there is a shrine where a 
large number of Govardhana-silas 
have been piled up one on top of 
another, just like a mini Govardhana 
Hill. Every evening around sunset, 
one of the Govardhana-silas is 
decorated with beautiful garments, 
jewelry and a crown, just like a 
regular Deity. The darsana of this 
Govardhana-sila is extremely beautiful 
to behold. 

The mini-mountain of Govardhana-si/as 

The shrine of Giririija Mahiiriija 

A piljiirl dresses Giririija 
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The beautiful Deity of Giririija Mahiiriija at the sarigam shrine 
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48 C�A-CINHA (Lows 

FOOTPRINTS) 

Caral)a-cinha l iterally means 
footprints, and within this shrine at 
Ratna-vedi can be  seen the 
impression of the lotus footprints of 
Radha and Kr�Qa. Devotees offer 
flowers, incense, tulasi leaves and 
water from the sacred kw:uJ.as to the 
caran-cinha, while remembering· the 
transcendental loving pastimes 
enacted here by the divine couple. 

·� 
49 SRI BANKE-BIHARi �IRA 

Between the · saligam and 
The shrine of Carar;a-cinha 

Govinda-ghata is the temple of Sri 
Balike-BiliarL Banke means the Supreme Enjoyer, and Bihari is a name of Kr�I)a. 
The original Deity of Banke-Bihari was discovered at Nidhuvana in Vflldavana by 
Swami Haridasa, a follower of the Nimbarka-sampradaya, and a contemporary of 
Srila Jlva GosvamL Swami Haridasa was famous for his · singing and composing 
Vaisnava bhajanas. To the right of the alter is a room where the baifhaka (sitting 

The lotus footprints of Riidhii and �r;a 
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place) of Swami Haridasa 
is believed to have been 
situated, due to this 
reason, this temple of 
Banke-Bihari was built at 
this spot. There are three 
very rare Govardhana silas 
kept on the altar at this 
temple and the pujan will 
be happy to explain to 
visitors the story behind 
them. 



The Deity of Biinke-Bihiiri - the rare Govardhana-filas can also be seen on. the altar 
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50 GOVINDA-GHATA 

At this ghtifa on the eastern bank of Radhii-kul).<;ia, where a large neem tree 
hangs over the waters edge, the divine lovers Radha and Kr�IJ.a sometimes enjoyed 
swing (jhulan) pastimes. Once Sanatana GosvamI, Rupa GosvamI, and Raghunatha 
dasa Gosvami were sitting here discussing the ambrosial pastimes of the divine 
lovers, when Sanatana GosvamI suddenly expressed a doubt about the verse from 
Rupa GosvamI's Ctifu Pu�ptinjali, where Rupa had compared the braid in 
Radharal).I's hair to a serpent's black hood. 

"0 Radharai:ii, 0 Queen, as golden as fresh gorocana, 0 Queen who's 
beautiful clothes are as splendid as a blue lotus, 0 Queen who's braid, decorated 
with jewels and flowers, is glistening 'like the hood of a serpent." 

At noon later the same day, Sanatana GosvamI came to Govinda-ghata to 
bathe in the sacred kw:uf.a . Some girls were playing on a swing under a nearby 
tree. Sanatana suddenly noticed the hair braid of one of the girls and mistaking 
it for a snake, shouted to the girl to warn her about the deadly serpent crawling 
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up her back. Upon hea.ring 
Sanatana's warning call, the girl 
suddenly turned around and smiling 
beautifully at Sanatana, suddenly 
vanished .  S tunned by the extra
ordinary vision and feeling ecstatic 
symptoms all over his body, Sanatana, 
with tears welling up in his eyes, 
immediately ran to find Rupa 
GosvarnI and congratulate him, that 
the poetic metaphor used in his verse, 
was absolutely wonderful and perfectly 
correct. 

51 IMLl-TAIA 

A short distance after the 
Mahaprabhu Mal)<;iira is the Vraja- Srila Sani'ltana Gosviiml 

Mohana temple. In the courtyard of this temple used to stand a large tamarind 
tree (Imli-tala ) . The tree has in the course of time d�sappeared, but a very 
wonderful pastime was enacted here by Radha and Kf�I)a that was directly 
witnessed by Srila Rupa GosvarnI. 

One day, Rupa Gosvarni came here and sat down near a large tamarind tree 
to perform his bhajana. After some time, he happened to glance up at the tree 
and saw a most beautiful swing hanging down from one of the branches. The 
swing was designed in such a way that two persons were able to sit facing one 
another. 

Within a few moments, Radha and Kr�I)a suddenly arrived on the spot along 
with all Their sakhis and mafijaris. Kf�I)a then climbed on to the swing and 
invited Radharal)I to join Hirn. Radharal)i at first refused to join Kr�I)a on the 
swing, because He always made the swing go too high, which frightened 
Her. Kf�I)a again asked Radharal)i to sit down on the swing but again She 
refused. 

Kf�I)a pleaded with Radharal)i and this time promised riot to make the 
swing go too high. The sakhis and mafijaris also requested Radharal)i to take 
Her seat on the swing, promising that they would make sure the swing did not 
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go very high, by pushing it themselves. Having been requested by all of them, 
Radharal)i finally relented and joined Kr�I)a on the swing. The sakhls and maiijarls 

then started to gently push the swing to and fro and Radharal)i immediately 
began enjoing the pleasant and soothing atmosphere of Radha-kul)c;la. When 
Kr�I)a saw that Radharal)i was feeling in a relaxed mood, He very cunningly 
started moving His legs to make the swing gradually go a little bit higher. 

Before the sakhls and maiijarls could realizt'. what was happening, the swing 
was suddenly going so high, that it was way above their heads. Srimafi Radharal)i 
became extremely frightened when she saw the swing was going so high and 

pleaded with Kr�I)a to stop the swing and 
let Her get down. Kr�I)a simply laughed 
at Radharal)i's request and made the 
swing go even higher. The swing 
eventually went so high that it appeared 
that it would go right over the top. 
Feeling very frightened that she might 
fall down, Radharal)i loudly screamed 
and leapt into Kr�I)a's.. arms, holding on 
to Him for dear life. 

Kr�I)a felt very happy to have 
Radharal)i embracing Him so tightly, and 
being in such an ecstatic mood, made 
the swing go so high, that it went right 
over the top and came down on the other 
side, completing a full circle, much to 
the amazement of all the sakhls and 

Sri/a Rupa Gosviimi ' manjarls, who spontaneously clapped 
their hands and started singing the glories 

of the divine lovers Radha and Kr�I)a. 
After witnessing the enactment of this wonderful pastime, Sanatana Gosvami, 

out of inten�e ecstasy, fell to the ground unconscious. When he eventually regained 
his senses, he saw that Radha and Kr�I)a had gone, but the swing was still there 
hanging in the tree. To his amazement, he saw that the trees branches had been 
completely twisted around due to the force of the swinging. Even until recent 
times, pilgrims used to flock to this spot to have daT'Sana of the twisted branches 
of the tamarind tree. 
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The beautiful Deities of Radhii Gopiniitha surrounded by Their sakhis 

52 RADllA GOPiNATHA �IRA 

These are the pratibhu murtls of Sri Sri Radha-Gopinatha. The original 
Deities of Radha-Gopinatha were discovered at Vamsi Vat and later established 
by Madhu Pa1:H;lita Gosvami at this spot. Madhu Par:ic;lita was an associate of Lord 
Caitanya Mahaprabhu and his samiidhi is situated next to the Radha-Gopinatha 
Mar:ic;lira in Vrndavana. The original Deities were moved from Vrindavana due to 
fear of Aurangzeb's soldiers and are now being worshipped in Jaipur. 

53 NI'IYANANDA BAI'fHA.KA (SITTING PLACE) 

Situated in the courtyard of the Radha-Gopinatha Mar:ic;lira is the sitting 
place (baifhiika) of Lord Nityananda. Affectionately known as Nitai, Lord 
Nityananda was a direct expansion of Lord Balarama, Kr�r:ia's elder brother, and 
appeared on earth to assiSt Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu in spreading the sankirtan 

movement. 
While travelling on pilgrimage all over India, _ Lord Nityananda, in the mood 
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Lord Nityiinanda bai{hiika Lord Nityiinanda 
I 

of Lord Balarama, came to Vraja and in an ecstatic searched all over for His 
little brother Kanhaiya (Kp;;r:ia). Wandering around Govardhana Hill and calling 
out the name of Kanhaiya, Lord Nityananda fell at the feet of the Vrajavasis, 
begging them to inform Him of the whereabouts of His younger brother. Everyone 
thought that this wandering me�dicant (avadhuta) must had gone completely 

The lotus fed of Lord Nityiinanda 

mad. 
In utter desperation, Lord 

Nityananda came to this place near the 
banks of Radha-kur:ic;la and sat down while 
crying uncontrollably at the thought of 
separation from Kr�r:ia. Suddenly a celestial 
voice from the sky announced that His 
younger brother Kanhaiya, had now 
appeared in N avadvipa. Lord Nityananda 
got up and immediately left · for Bengal 
where He eventually met Lord Caitanya 
Mahaprabhu for the first time at the house 
of Nandana Acarya. 
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The beautiful Deities of Riidhii Gokuliinanda 

54 SRI SRI RADIIA GOKULANANDA �IRA 

Here are the pratibhu murtis of Sri Sri Radha-Gokulananda. The temple of 
Radha-Gokulananda was established by Lokanatha Gosvami, whose personal 
Deities were Sri Sri Radha-Vinoda. The Deity of Gokulananda was originally 
worshipped by Srila Visvanatha Cakravarti 'fhakura, who installed Him in the 
Gokulananda temple in Vrndavana. The original Deity 
of Lord Gokulananda can still be seen. at the Radha
Gokulananda Mai:ic;lira in Vrndavana, where the samadhis 

of both Lokanatha Gosvami and Visvanatha Cakravarti 
are situated. 

At the Radha-Gokulananda MaQc;lira in Radha
kuI).c;la can be seen the p�pa-samii.dhi of Lokanatha 
GosvamI, as well as a gufii. (cave), where Lokanatha 
used to perform his bhajana. In Kr�IJ.a-lila, Lokanatha � 

Gosvami was Mafijulali Mafijari, one of RadharaI).i's 
intimate maidservants. 
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Lokaniitha 's p�pa samiidhi 







CHRONOLOGY OF 

IMPORTANT EVENTS IN THE 

GAUI;>iYA V AI��AVA SAMPRADAYA 

1 4  73 Appearance of Lord Nityananda. 

1 479 Madhavendra Puri visits Radha-km).qa and Govardhana Hill. 

1 479 Madhavendra Puri establishes worship of Sri Gopala Raya (Nathaji) 

1482 Advaita Acarya takes dilcya in Vrndavana from Madhavendra Puri. 

1483 Appearance of Lokanatha Gosvami. 

1 486 Appearance �of Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu. 

1 487 Appearance of Gadadhara PaIJ.qita. 

1 488 Appearance of Sanatana Gosvami. 

1 489 Appearance of Rupa Gosvami. 

1491  Disappearance of  Madhavendra Puri. 

1491  Visvarupa (Lord · Caitanya's brother) takes sannyii.sa. 

1 494 Appearance of Raghunatha dasa Gosvami. 

1496 Appearance of Kp;I).adasa Kaviraja Gosvarni. 

1503 Appearance of Gopala Bhatta Gosvami. 

1505 Appearance of Raghunatha Bhatta Gosvami. 

1 509 Lokanatha Gosvami and Bhugarbha Gosvami come to Vrndavana. 

1 5 1 0  Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu takes sannyii.sa. 

1 5 1 3  Appearance of Jiva Gosvami. 
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1 5 1 5  Lord Caitnaya Mahaprabhu visits Vrndavana. 

1 5 1 6  Riipa and Sanatana come to Vrndavana. 

15 1 6  Prabodhananda Sarasvati Gosvami comes to Vrndavana. 

1534 Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhus disappearance. 

1534 Appearance of Narottama dasa Thakura. 

1535 Raghunatha dasa Gosvami comes to Vrndavana. 

1535 Jiva Gosvami comes to Vrndavana. 

1541  Disappearance of  Lord Nityananda. 

1541  Completion of Bhakti-rasiimrta-sindhu by Riipa Gosvami. 

1542 Installation of Radha-Damodara in Vrndavana. 

1542 Installation of Radharamal)a in Vrndavana. 

1545 Jiva Gosvami purchases the land at Radha-kul)Qa. 

1545 Raghunatha dasa Gosvami starts excavation of Radha-kul)Qa. 

1550 Disappearance of Advaita Acarya. 

1554 Completion of  Radha-kul)Qa and Syama-kul)Qa. 

1558 Disappearance of  Sanatana Gosvami. 

1 564 Disappearance of Riipa Gosvami. 

1570 Emperor Akbar meets Jiva GosvamI in Vrndavana. 

1571  Disappearance of  Raghunatha Bhatta Gosvami. 

1575 Completion of Caitanya-bhiigavata by Vrndavana dasa Thakura. 

1 576 Jiva GosvamI appointed Mahiinta of Radha-kul)Qa. 

1 578 Disappearance of Gopala Bhatta Gosvami. 

1 580 Temple of Madana-mohana opens at Vrndavana. 
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1581  Kr�r:iadasa Kaviraja Gosvami completes Sri Caitanya-caritiimrta. 

1582 Disappearance of Kr�r:iadasa Kaviraja Gosvami. 

1583 Disappearance of Raghunatha dasa Gosvami. 

1585 Disappearance of Lokanatha Gosvami. 

1590 Govindaji Mandira opens in Vrndavana. 

1 608 Disappearance of Jiva Gosvami. 

1 6 1 1  Disappearance of Narottama dasa Thakura. 

1 630 Disappearance of Syamananda Par:i<;lita Gosvami 

1 638  Appearance of Visvanatha Cakravarti Thakura. 

1 670 Emperor Aurangzeb attacks Vrndavana. 

1 708 Disappearance of Visvanatha Cakravarti Thakura. 

1 838  Appearance of Bhaktivinoda Thakura. 

1 874 Appearance of Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati GosvamL 

1 896 Appearance of His Divine Grace AC. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada. 

1 914  Disappearance of Bhaktivinoda Thakura. 

19 15  Disappearance of Gaura Kishore dasa Babaji Maharaja. 

1 933 Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada initiated by Srila Bhakitsiddhanta 
Sarasvati Gosvami at Allahabad. 

1 935 Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada meets Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati 
Gosvami at Radha-kur:i<;la. 

1 936 Disappearance of Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati GosvamL 

1 954 Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada takes viinaprastha. 

1 956 Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada arrives in Vrndavana. 

1 959 Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada takes sannyiisa. 
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1965 Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada sails to America. 

1966 Incorporation of ISKCON in New York, U.S.A. 

1975 SrI SrI Kr�:r:ia-Balarama Mandira opens in Vrndavana. 

1977 Disappearance of His Divine Grace AC. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada. 
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Acarya 

Aprakata-lila 

A�ta 

Avadhiita 

Baithaka 

Balarama 

Bhajana 

Bhajana-kutira 

Brahmal).a 

Dal).c;iavata 

Darsana 

Dvapara-Yiiga 

Gauc;iiya Vaisnava 

Ghatas 

Gopis 

Gosvami 

Kama 

Kali-Yuga 

Kirtana 

Kul).c;ia 

Kufija 
. 

Mandira 

Mafijari 

Miirti 

Pal).c;iita 

Parikrama 

GLOSSARY 

One who teaches by example. 

Unmanifest pastimes. 

Eight (referring to the eight principle girlfriends of 
Radharal).i. 

Wandering mendicant devoid of bodily concept. 

Sitting place. 

Elder brother of Kr�I).a. 

Meditational practices especially hearing and chanting. 

Small cottage used for meditation. 

Wise and cultured person well-versed in Vedic knowledge. 

To offer obeicences by lying flat like a stick on the ground. 

To see the form of the Lord or His pure devotee. 

The previous age lasting 864,000 years. 

Follower of Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu. 

Steps leading down to a river or lake used for bathing. 

The beautiful milkmaids of Vrndavana. 

One who strictly controls the senses. 

Material lust. 

The present age lasting 432,000 years. · 

Group chanting accompanied by drums and cymbals. 

A sacred lake or bathing tank. 

A forest grove . 

Temple of the Lord. 

Intimate maidservant of Srimati Radharal).i. 

The Deity form of the Lord. 

A learned brahma1J.a. 

Circumambulation of a holy place or temple. 
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Paiva ta 

Pratibhu-miirti 

Pre ma 

Piijari 

Purana 

Piimima 

Pu�karini 

Sakhis 

Samadhi 

Sangam 

Sannyasi 

Sr1ngara 

Sthali 

Tilak 

Vaisnava 

Vaikm.1tha 

Vraja 

Vrajavasi 

Yiiga Dharma 

A hill or mountain. 

Replica of the original Deity having the same potency. 

Divine ·spiritual love. 

A brahma1:ia priest serving the temple Deity. 

Supplementary Vedic histories 

The full moon day. 

A lake or pond. 

The girlfriends of Radha and Kr�i:ia. 

The tomb of a saint. 

The confluence of two bodies of water. 

A monk in the renounced order of spiritual life. 

Decoration of the Deities. 

A sacred place where pastimes were performed. 

The twelve symbols of Vi�i:iu applied on the body. 

Devotees of the- Lord Vi�i:iu or Kr�i:ia. 

Tlie spiritual . world. 

The entire area of Vfndavana Dhama. 

An inhabitant of Vraja or Vfndavana Dhama. 

The religious practice of the age. 
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Brhad-bhagavatamrta 

Catu-pu�pafijali 

Dana-keli-kaumudi 

Gaura-gonade�a-dipik:a 

Gitavali 

Gopala-campu 

Govinda-lilamrta 

Hari-Bhakti-vilas 

Kr�i:ia Book 

Madhurya Dhama 

Mukta-carita 

Nectar of Instruction 

Padma-Purai:ia 

Radha-kur:ic;la Mahima Madhiiri 

Srimad-Bhagavatam 

Sri Caitanya-caritamrta 

Stava-mala 

Stavavali 

Vraja Mandala Dashana 

Vraja-riti-cintamai:ii 

Vraja-vilasa-stava 

Vrndavan-mahimamrta 
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The transcendental lake of Radha 
Kur:i<.ia, the most secret meeting place 
where Their Lordships SrI SrI Radha 
and Kr�na enjoyed intimate pastimes of 
divine love. Lost to the world for almost 
fifty centuries until the year 1516, 
when Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu on 
His pilgrimage to Vraja, re-discovered 
this most sacred of all Kur:i<.ias. 

Revered as the holiest of all holy 
places within the three worlds, anyone 
who with firm faith simply sprinkles 
three drops of water from Radha
Kur:i<.ia upon their heads, will achieve 
the highest level of divine love, equal 
to that which Srimati Radhar1il)i has 
for Her beloved Sri Kr�i:ia. 
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